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An honorable man

Pilot light

One of five

Martin named honorable
mention AP All-American

Lady Pilots steer toward
Lady Marshals in finals

Murray State's Stroup still in
running for Florida presidency
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Partly cloudy
•
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Tuesday will be partly
cloudy, breezy and warmer with
a 60 percent chance of afternoon
thunderstorms. The high will be
in the mid-70s, and there will be
a southwest wind increasing to
15 to 25 mph.

NATIONAL

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Discovery's astronauts, having
achieved their main task of launching a satellite, turned their attention
today to scientific experiments that could improve human life on Earth
and in deep space.
SALT LAKE CITY — Utah State University researchers Frank
Salisbury and Bruce Bugbe,e see beyond hybrid wheat thriving in
hydroponic gardens to a day when their experiments will help feed
human colonies on the moon and Mars.
WASHINGTON — Several television ministries whose finances are
being audited by the Internal Revenue Service in the wake of the PTL
scandal are in danger of losing their federal tax exemptions, the IRS
says.
WASHINGTON — Congress' auditing agency today attacked the
government's 1988 spree of savings and loan sales as too costly and
said it would have been cheaper in a third of the deals reviewed to shut
down the institutions and pay off depositors.

Calling the school management
audit "one of the most important
matters to cross my desk," State
Auditor Bob Babbage announced
that the Calloway County Public
School District is one of 18 systems randomly selected to be
included in a management audit by
his office.
Calloway County School District
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose sees
the audit as having potential for
long-range benefits, not only in the
county system but across the Commonwealth as well.
"We really feel good about this,"
Rose said. "Our regular audit looks
to see if we're doing things by the
book, but this will be looking at
our management practices and the
state will have a lot of resources

Dr. Jack Rose
Calloway Superintendent

(Cont'd on page 2)

Tickets bought: odds at
winning aren't that bad
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
You've bought your tickets on
Kentucky's first lottery and begin
wondering about the chances for
winning.
If Si would makt., you happy, the
odds are from -1 in 4.5 to 1 in Sin
the DreamStakes and Beginner's
Luck games, which start April 6.
But if you're thinking about
walking off with the top prize,
don't quit your job yet.
Lottery officials said Friday that
the odds for winning the DreamStakes $1 million jackpot cannot be
computed until the game tickets are
sold, but the chances of winnng it
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Steve Myers clears the shelves of fresh fruits from Chile this morning
at a local grocery after warnings of cyanide poisoning were issued by
the Federal Food and Drug Administration Monday. Replacement
fruit should arrive at stores later this week.
StalT photo by Mark (
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(Cont'd on page 2)

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
About 4,800 outlets — almost
1,200 more than predicted — have
applied to be among the first to sell
Kentucky's lottery tickets.
The first "scratch-off" lottery
game tickets are scheduled to go on
sale across the state April 6.
Kentucky Lottery Corp. President Frank Keener predicted Monday that at least 99 percent of the
outlets that applied by last Friday's
deadline will receive full or conditional approval in time to take part
in those initial sales.
Most of the first applications
have come from "mom and pop"

stores rather than large chains,
Keener said. Applications came
from groceries, convenience stores,
liquor stores, gasoline stations and
banks, and even one "strip-tease"
joint, he said.
Noting that state officials had
predicted only 3,500 applicants,
Keener said, "The response has
been unbelievable. 1 think there's
been a tremendous amount of anticipation out there ... I think people
want to play."
Any retailer with a sales-tax
identification number is eligible to
(Cont'd on page 2)
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FDA issues warning against Chilean fruit
LONDON — The dollar was
mixed th thin, early European
trading today as the market
waited for American economic
indicators to lift it out of its
week-long doldrums. Gold
prices rose.
U.S. retail sales figures for
February were to be released
later today and trade figures for
January are to be released on
Wednesday.

From Staff, AP Reports
Murray shoppers may find it
hard to buy fresh fruit such as
grapes, plums and nectarines today
— area grocers are pulling the produce off the shelves due to cyanide
poison warnings issued by Food
and Drug Administration officials.
The FDA, in one of the largest
actidns of its kind, on Monday
warned consumers not to eat any
fruit imported from Chile after
traces of the poison were found in

seedless red grapes shipped from
the South American country to
Philadelphia.
The cyanide was confirmed in
testing ordered after an anonymous
threat to poison Chilean fruit was
telephoned to the U.S. embassy in
the Chilean capital of Santiago.
"This may be an isolated incident, but we can hardly take that
chance," said FDA Commissioner
Frank Young.
The FDA urged that all fruit

imported from Chile be removed
from U.S. markets and Chilean
fruit not yet distributed be held
while tests continue.
Supermarkets across the country
began clearing their shelves of the
produce soon after the announcement Monday evening, said Karen
Brown, a spokeswoman for the
Food Marketing Institute.
"We've pulled everything from
Chile off the shelves," according to
Kroger manager Ed Asbridge,

which includes grapes, plums and
nectarines.
Pulling the fruit should mean
only a slight inconvenience to
businesses and customers, however, as replacement fruit should
arrive within the week, Asbridge
said.
"The problem is that there is a
gap (in the season) when Chile
becomes the main exporter of
(Cont'd on page 2)

Salary increases on tap for some at MSU
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ty and staff will see at least a 5.5
percent salary increase next year in
accordance with budget guidelines
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all will be considerably longer than
winning smaller cash prizes.
But compared with surrounding
states that have lotteries, Kentucky's lottery may offer some of the
best chances to hit it big.
"It's much better than other Lotto games," said Melanie Bridgemon, a spokeswoman for the Kentucky Lottery Corp.
"In those games, you're competing with not only other people, but
also with six numbers," she said.
For instance, the odds of winning the jackpot in West Virginia's

About 4,800 apply to sell
lottery tickets in the state

SPORTS
TORONTO — Canada's top female sprinter has'says she has used
steroids since 1979 and said Ben Johnson once carried performanceenhancing substances to her in the Caribbean.
CHICAGO — A reputed mobster, calling himself an associate of
sports agent Norby Walters, threatened to interfere with a planned
Jackson Five tour if the two men weren't allowed to participate, the
pop group's former manager testified.
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. — Purdue basketball coach Gene
Keady says he will announce by Wednesday whether he is accepting
the head coaching job at Arizona State.
PLANT CITY, Fla. — Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose isn't
happy with a post-game outburst by right-hander Jack Armstrong, who
blasted a veteran umpire's calls in an exhibition game.

Bob Babbage
State Auditor

Kentucky's lottery

FRANKFORT — Kentucky State University President Raymond
Burse has defended his decision to request an interest-free loan for a
school employee from the university's fund-raising foundation.
FRANKFORT — Kentucky's method of condemning property for
public projects is costly, time-consuming and needs to be overhauled,
according to state and federal transportation officials.
LOUISVILLE — The state Department of Insurance says the language in a Humana Inc. insurance policy is adequate even though one
policyholder erroneously concluded that it would cover his liver
.._,
transplant.
LOUISVILLE — Moonlighting has become a way of life for some
teachers like Joe Rapp, who uses a paintbrush to earn extra dollars
when he isn't in the classroom.

ant buys In

35 CENTS

available that we might not otherwise have.
Rose also noted that the county
district's pursuit of extra state and
federal funding for its special projects will be studied by the
auditors.
"We try to get the most out of
our resources and try to get as
many extra projects and funding as
we can, and I'm looking forward to
seeing what they have to say about
it — I certainly hope the auditors
can make some suggestions to help
us maiximize our potential," Rose
said. "If they take 10 percent of the
schools in the state and study their
management each year, this can be
a good thing."

STATE

existing

14, 1989

County schools picked for random audit

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
,

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH

1989-90 to an across-the-board 5.5
percent increase in salaries with
additional funds going into merit
pay and special adjustments.
Additional funds will go to the
vice-president of academic affairs
fund to be distributed to needy
programs and departments throughout the year.
The guidelines along with two
other proposals were presented to
the Board by the finance/audit
committee which failed to agree on

any one proposal.
Other proposed guidelines
included a plan from faculty
Regent James Hammack, who said
the university should deal with the
problem of lagging faculty salaries
first instead of the spreading the
funds around.
Hammack endorsed the idea of
the Board establishing funding
priorities each year and using
available funds to deal with that
priority, an idea which was met

with agreement by the Board.
Hammack's proposal would
allow only faculty the 5.5 percent
raise while allowing more funds to
be distributed into the special
adjustments and vice-president's
funds.
But several Regents expressed
concern with changing the funding
distribution process at this late
date, adding that Hammack's idea
(Cont'd on page I?)
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president of Marshall University
Dr. Kala Stroup remains in
contention as the University of in Huntington. W.Va., and Dr.
James Woodward, senior vice
Central Florida has narrowed its
president at the University of
presidential search to five finalAlabama-Birmingham.
ists.
meeting
A spokesman for the Central
committee,
A search
university said the five
Florida
school,
Orlando
the
at
Monday
would be in Orlando for two-day
trimmed seven candidates from
interviews between Wednesday
its original list of 12.
State
and March 29. Each will meet
Murray
been
has
Stroup.
with the Florida Board of ReUniversity's president since July
gents selection committee. A de1983.
the
is expected in early April.
cision
for
nominated
She was
Dr. Trevor Colbourn is retiring
Florida job by Allan Ostar, presas head of the 16,000-student
ident of the American Assoand
university.
Colleges
ciation of State
The five names were narrowed
Universities.
The four other finalists are Dr. from a list of more than 100 applicants or nominees.
Roy McTamaghan, Florida's
acafor
Stroup's contract at Murray
chancellor
vice
deputy
demic programs; Dr. Steven expires on June 30, 1990. A
Murray Board of Regents comAltman, president of Texas A&1
Nitzchke,
mittee is reviewing her tenure at
Dale
Dr.
University.
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Murray and will make a recommendation on a new contract by
May 1.
Committee chairman Waitrnan
Taylor of Owensboro said if a
new contract is warranted, it
would be offered to Stroup before July 1 and would replace the
final year of her current contract.
If no contract is offered, she
would have a year to make other
plans.
Other members of the evaluation committee are regents Virginia Strohecker of Horse Cave,
Dean Akridge of Fredonia and
Willie Kendrick of Hopkinsville.
Regents chairman Robert
Carter, of Hopkinsville, said he
had not talked to Stroup about
the Florida job and would not
comment.

Miller re-elected to health council
.101.

health services.
It also re-evaluates the delivery
of these health care services and
presents criteria and standards
which are used to determine
whether or not these services will
continue, be expanded, and the
reimbursement mechanisms for
health care procedures. The plan is
revised every two years to meet
current needs.

Robert 0. Miller. County Attorney of Calloway County, was reelected Chairman of the Kentucky
Statewide Health Coordinating
Council at its March 10 meeting in
Frankfort. Miller has served as
Chairman for the past two years.
Robert Slaton, Executive Director of Troyer Clinic in Madisonville, was elected Vice-Chairman.
The Kentucky Statewide Health
Coordinating Council is responsible for adopting a multi-purpose
document which is a general overview of health care in Kentucky. It
contains an inventory of existing
health facilities, such as hospitals,
nursing tomes, health centers,
home health agencies and other
health care providers who deliver

•

•••••
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seedless watermelons, cantaloupes,
Juan Canary and honeydew melons,
raspberries, nectarines, quince,
Granny Smith green apples, cactus
pears. pears and plums.

(Cont'd from page 1)
fruit," according to IGA manager
Charles Shelby, who said there
may be an absence of fruit at some
places. "California fruit won't be
ready for several weeks."
Virtually all the fresh grapes
sold in The United States at this
time of year come from Chile,
FDA officials said, adding that
grapes make-up about two-thirds of
the Chilean fruit currently being
shipped to the United States.
Other Chilean fruit being sold
here at this time of year include
peaches. blueberries, blackberries,

•

The Council itself is made up of
health care providers (hospital
administrators, doctors, nursing
home operators, directors of county
health departments) and also of
consumers who receive health care.
The Council meets approximately five or six times each year.

Robert 0. Miller

Fruit...

The amount of cyanide found in
the grapes was less than would be
needed to make a small child sick,
but is more than would be found
naturally, the FDA said. Canadian
officials, who followed the U.S.
lead and asked stores in Canada to
remove all Chilean produce, said a
young child would have to eat at
least 2,000 grapes to ingest a lethal
dose.
The American Produce Association, which represents 65 compa-
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Most'87,'88 & '89 models have new car warranties. Most
older models have our 3 month or 3,000 mile warranty.
"We Sell The Best, Wholesale The Rest"
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flies importing Chilean fruits and
vegetables, said it also recommended that its members recall all
Chilean fruit now in food stores
and warehouses.
Neither FDA officials nor the
Food Marketing Institute spokeswoman knew the total amount of
fruit that was being taken off the
shelves.
However, Chile's fruit exports
have boomed in recent years. The
nation's Central Bank says that in
1988 those exports reached $584.1
million — more than 25 percent of
country's trade surplus for last
year.
Chilean Interior Minister Carlos
Caceres went on national radio and
television Monday night and called
the contamination an incident of
terrorism.''
He declared that Chile is determined to remain "a dependable
supplier" to the international fruit
market and said security has been
reinforced throughout the fruitexporting process, "from the crop
to the port of destiny."
The FDA began inspecting produce after the March 2 telephone
threat. Four days later, the FDA
advised that the call was "almost
certainly a hoax," but as a precaution, the agency said it had
detained Chilean fruit and would
continue to examine samples.
A second call was received by
the embassy March 8 and the FDA
said it intensified its inspections.
On Sunday, tests on fruit samples at the port in Philadelphia
found low levels of cyanide in two
grapes, and FDA officials worked
through the night testing more samples but found no other tainted
grapes, said Fred Shank, acting
deputy director of the FDA's Center for Food Safety.

Harvey Frey Newton

Newton gets
selection to
AF Academy
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard
(D-KY) announced today that
Harvey Frey Newton, son of
Steve and Kathy Newton of
1104 County Cork Drive, Murray, Ky, has been selected to attend the Air Force Academy at
Colorado Springs, Colorado.
Newton, an 18-year-old senior
at Calloway County High
School, will enter the academy in
July.
Hubbard, in informing Newton and his parents of his selection to the Air Force Academy by
telephone this morning, noted
that he (Newton) was the fifth
one of his nominees this year to
be selected to attend a service
academy and the fourth to receive
an appointment to the Air Force
Academy.
"Indeed, this is a high honor
for Harv," Hubbard said. "I'm
certain that Harv's parents, Steve
and Kathy Newton, are proud of
him, and I know that he will be
an outstanding reflection of the
entire First Congressional District during his tenure at the Air
Force Academy," he continued.
Newton was captain of this
year's Calloway County High
School's varsity basketball team
and was a starter on the school's
varsity soccer team. In addition,
he is a member of the Beta Club
at Calloway County High
School.
Newton's father is the head
basketball coach at Murray State
University and his mother is a
physical education teacher within
the Calloway County School
System.

.ine FDA said consumers should
not be worried about fruit consumed in the past because cyanide
is fast-acting.
The two grapes in which the cyanide was confirmed had been punctured and were discolored, with a
ring of crystalline material around
the puncture area, the FDA said.
Some cyanide occurs naturally in
acidic fruit. Potassium or sodium
cyanide converts to hydrogen cyanide in such produce and then can
dissipate

1984 Olds 98 Regency, 4 dr.
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Murray State's Stroup still in
running for Florida presidency
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In the March 2 threat, a Spanishspeaking man claimed that fruit
being exported from Chile would
be poisoned. The call was investigated by Chilean security officials
and the U.S. State Department, the
FDA said.
The grapes in which cyanide was
found were shipped from Chile
three days before that threat. the
FDA said.
The Calloway County Health
Center urges all consumers to be
wary of all Chilean-orginated fruit
until further notice.

(Coned from page 1)
The leadership of the legislature
directed Babbage to study Kentucky schools, to look for examples
of waste and mismanagement, and
to make recommendations to correct any problems he found in time
for consideration by the 1990 General Assembly.
The request followed Franklin
Circuit Judge Ray Corns' decision,
which called education funding in
Kentucky "unconstitutional".
"Kentucky taxpayers want more
accountability before they commit
more resources to education," Babbage said. "Steps like this could
build citizen confidence."
"At this historic time, we welcome any opportunity to contribute
to the future of education in Kentucky," Babbage said.
Babbage said the initial field
study in two of the nearly 50
school systems which volunteered
to be audited revealed good management practices and several costsaving ideas which could be used
throughout the education
community.
Babbage said the audit study
may include a review of such areas
as noninstructional employee staffing, cash management practices
and capital construction planning.
The districts chosen for the audit
were selected by a computerized
random sampling-process to represent large, medium and small districts from three geographic regions
of Kentucky — Eastern, Western,
and Central.
Audit work will be performed by
members of the Auditor's Economy
and Efficiency (E & E) Division

and by auditors from the firm of
Peat Marwick Main and Co. of
Lexington.
"The Economy and Efficiency
Division of my office is directed by
Tom Graham, who holds a Master's Degree in Education. Our E &
E staff has over 35 years of combined experience and includes
auditors with Master's Degree and
CPA credentials," Babbage said.
"In their five year history, the team
has identified over $34 million in
potential savings for state government during their examinations of
areas including uninvested state
funds, real property management
and purchasing."
"I am especially pleased that the
Peat Marwick firm is joining my
team in this project because Peat
Marwick is recognized as a leader
in education management audits.
Peat Marwick provides us with a
team of experts who have participated in over 100 education management audits across the nation,"
Babbage said.
Babbage said he expected work
to begin in the districts in early
April and be ready for release to
the legislature by this fall.
Babbage explained that each
'superintendent would have the
opportunity to review the auditor's
findings and to respond to them
prior to the release of the final
report. He noted that the superintendent's comments would be
included in the final report when it
was released.
Babbage said he and his staff
have sought information from education professionals, virtually every
education interest group in the
state, and from citizens across the
state.
He said he is still receiving suggestions about the project and will
continue to seek professional and
citizen input throughout the
'project.
The school districts chosen by
the computerized random selection
process include the public school
districts of Ballard County, Barren
County, Calloway County, Casey
County, Laurel County, Letcher
County, Rowan County, Shelby
County, Washington County,
Wolfe County, Woodford County:
and the independent school districts
of Berea Independent (Madison
County), Elizabethtown Independent (Hardin County), Ludlow
Independent (Kenton County),
Middlesboro Independent (Bell
County), Owensboro Independent
(Daviess County), Paris Independent (Bourbon County), and Russellville Independent (Logan
County).

4,860...
(Coned from page I)
apply to sell lottery games, Keener
said. Applicants are being screened
to see if they are up to date in paying state taxes and have a record
that is clear of gambling and free
of felony convictions for the past
10 years, Keener said. A credit
check also will be done.
After referring to the "striptease joint," Keener said he is preparing a regulation for consideration at the lottery board's March 27
meeting that outlines how the
board could reject applications
from "enterprises we think would
not reflect well on the lottery."
The scratch-off games are the
"DreamStakes" — with a top
prize of $I million and a trip to the
Kentucky Derby — and "Beginner's Luck" — with a top prize of
$1,000. DreamStakes tickets will
cost $2, Beginner's Luck $l.
Retailers can still apply to sell
tickets for future lottery games,
Sessions slated for Keener said. The state has no limit
on the number of retailers it will
Calloway schools
accept for the scratch-off games, he
The Calloway County School said, although the later, computerSystem will be in regular session ized games will be limited to about
on Thursday and Friday, March 1,000 contracts.
16-17 and Friday, March 31.
The more complicated computerAll students are required to be in ized lottery games will probably
attendance on these dates, accord- start near the end of the year,
ing to a spokesperson for the Keener said.
school system.
To sell the computerized tickets,
retailers must demonstrate proficiency selling the instant tickets or
Firemen answer calls
they must buy or lease the necesequipment themselves, Keener
sary
The Murray Fire Department
said.
responded to two calls Monday,
according to the Fire Marshal's
office.
At 12:50 p.m., a power failure
activated the alarm at Kenlake (Cont'd from page 1)
Foods, 202 L.P. Miller St. The fire should be considered as an alternadepartment investigated and did
tive in years to come.
nothing further.
Another proposal submitted by
At 4:28 p.m., a grease fire was
Staff Congress president Marie
reported at 601 Elm St. The fire
Jones agreed with Stroup's recomwas extinguished with no damage
mendations but would change the
reported.
formula for distributing merit pay.
Finance/audit committee chairman C. Waitrnan Taylor presented
all three proposals to the Board
which voted first to eliminate Hammack's proposal and then approved
Stroup's recommendations 6-2.
Waitman, who also heads a committee in charge of reviewing
Stoup's contract for next year, said
approving Stroup's recommended
budget guidelines is not necessarily
a vote of confidence by the Board
for Stroup.
"I believe that what is important
Don't settle for knv interest on your
here is that every Regent expressed
IRA I can show you a range of IRA
plans that match your financial
his or her opinion and let there
goals, and help you earn more for
feelings be known about the budget
ret 'went Nitu ant even have
guidelines," Taylor said. "That is
different IRAs for diversity Call me
that the Board of
something
details
today for the
Regents hasn't had in a long time."
The budget guidelines will be
by administration to design
used
gawk! Lane
the
1989-90 budget to
university's
SM Math St.
be presented to the Board May 2.
( National Hamel)
Details of the budget guidelines
753-7401
include:
• Salaries and wages-41,637,602
insurance
• Medical
(could be up to
increase-S154,000
Fri Edward D
$505,900)
.411 Jones& Co.®
• Promotions-425,000
• Reclassifications
Inc
firkme.. New Yea Some Exchange.
(hourly)--S11,882
liember Searitas ',teem*/ Prinecuon
• Special adjustments--S100,000
Geopeseeleh

Salary...

We can make
your IRA
work harder so
you don't have
to work longer.

Odds...
(Cont'd from pare 1)
lottery are 1 in 1.9 million, said a
spokeswoman for the West Virginia Lottery Office.
She said the odds are long
because of the game's popularity
with West Virginians and people
from nearby states like Kentucky.
It seems that the larger a state's
population, the smaller the chance
of winning that state's lottery'.
In Ohio, which has a population
of nearly 11 million, you have a 1
in 7 million chance of winning the
SuperLotto jackpot, said Ellen
Hughes, a spokeswoman for the
Ohio Lottery Commission.
In fact, it seems you will be
more likely to win something in
Kentucky's lottery than have other
unusual things happen to you.
According to the book "The
Odds on Virtually Anything," the
likelihood of being struck by lightning is about 1 in 600,000.
Having quadruplets is a 1 in
660,000 chance. Dying by drowning is a 1 in 31,000 chance.
Getting a hole-in-one on a golf
course will happen only 1 time in
11,000.
And you have a better chance of
winning something in the lottery
than having a round parachute fail
to open after jumping out of a
plane. That unlikely event happens
only 1 time in 500.
Kentucky's DreamStakcs game,
which is timed to coincide with the
Kentucky Derby, has a top prize of
55,000. Winners of that prize will
qualify for a drawing for the $I
million top prize, which will be
awarded at the-Derby on May 6.
The top prize in the Beginner's
Luck game is SI,000.
To win the games, players must
match three of six numbers or
words by scratching off a thin latex
covering on each game piece.
Why would people spend so
much money on a game that
doesn't guarantee a winning ticket?
Jonathan Cohen, a professor of
statistics at the University of Kentucky, gave one explanation.
"Losing a dollar (on a lottery
game) is no problem because $I
million is worth more" to the consumer than losing I million SI bills
by playing a game 1 million times
with tickets costing SI each, Cohen
said.
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters To The Editor

Holton show a success
Dear Editor
The Murray Art Guild would
like to thank the following individuals and organizations for
their help in assembling and
hanging the Marie Holton retrospective exhibit. The hanging
was done by Richard Jackson
and Michael Holton, who also
conceived and organized the
show. The show opened February 26 and closed Sunday,
March 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Holton,
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Holton,
Patricia Holton, Murray State
University, Bank of Murray,

Murray City Schools, Murray
Calloway County Hospital.
Murray Calloway Counts' Airport Board, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
0. Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Bolin, Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Ellis,
Mrs. A. H. Kopperud, Odessa
Stubblefield, Mrs. Max Carman,
John C. Quertermous.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Walker,
Mrs. Betty Scott, Dr. and Mrs.
Conrad Jones, H. Glen Doran,
and Hellon Carlin.
Patricia A. Clark
President
1504 Oak Dr.

V.F.W. to host political speaking
Dear editor:
On Saturday, May 13, 1989, the
H. Eddie Roberts, Jr. V.F.W. Post
6291 will have an all-day political
speaking picnic at the Hazel Community Center and Park. Barbeque
will be served as plate luncheons or
sandwiches, and at 10 a.m., Frosty
Miller will volunteer his time to
auction items donated by local
businesses. A live band will provide music; arts and crafts will be
dispayed and sold also..
We request all members of Post
6291 to be on hand to support this
event.
All candidates for local offices
are invited to attend and state their

positions in the coming elections.
Carroll Hubbard, Democratic representative for the First Congressional District, will be present.
Any funds from this project will
be spent locally in support of Veterans of all Wars.
Join us in Hazel for a day of
entertainment, good buys at the
auction, and to support your choice
in the coming election.
Sincerely yours,
Leonard Brown
Rt. 6 Box 330 E
Post Commander
V.F.W. Post 6291
Murray, Ky. 42071

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Calloway County High School
Laker Girls Basketball Team beat
the Marshall County Marshals'
Girls Team 66 to 60 to win the
First Regional High School Basket7
ball Tournament. Calloway County
team members include Mina Todd,
Rose Ross, Mimi Winchester,
Melissa Miller, Kim Willie, Dawn
Redden and Stephanie Wyatt. Calloway coach is Marianne Davis.
Winners of Calloway County
Soil Conservation Essay Contest
were Jimmy Joe Hale, first, Tonya
Prodemore, second, and Richard
Smotherman, third.
Twenty years ago
Joe Conley Oakley has been
accepted by the Kentucky State
Police and will report to the Kentucky State Academy at Frankfort
on March 17 to begin 14 weeks of
training.
Richard K. On Jr. received his
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The Pogue Library: education by the book
One of my favorite "Twilight
Zone" episodes features the lone
survivor of a nuclear holocaust
who finds a huge library, gloriously intact. Instead of bemoaning the
destuction around him, this atomicage Adam plans to read his way
through whatever lifetime he has
left. In true Rod Serling fashion,
the bespectacled man ends up with
his only pair of glasses — reading
glasses, of course — smashed to
smithereens.
Like the character in the tv story,
I find great comfort in libraries. In
fact for me, a library is one of the
most important buildings in a cornmunity. In this town, Murray, Kentucky, we are blessed with three
libraries that I know of: the public
library, the main branch of the university library, and — grandaddy
of them all — the Forrest C. Pogue
Library on the Murray State University campus.
Before I ever moved here, a tour
of the Pogue convinced me that
Murray would be a wonderful place
to live. With a library — make that
a capital "L" Library — like the
Pogue available for reading and
research, I knew I would like it
here. When I lived in New Jersey, I
was two miles from the Rutgers
University library, and not far from
Princeton University's Firestone
Library, but could not use either
one without a student or faculty
I.D.
With or without I.D., The Pogue
welcomes researchers from near
and far, and houses the university's
special collections, including

materials relating to the history and
culture of western Kentucky and
neighboring states. The Jesse Stuart
collection also resides at the Pogue,
as does important information
about the Tennessee Valley
Authority, and local history and
genealogy.
The collection has recently
expanded with a donation of seven
tons of material from Forrest C.
Pogue's personal library. Now
retired from university life, Pogue
offered his assemblage of historic
data, much of it reflecting his
research on the Cold War era and
General George C. Marshall,
architect of the famous Marshall
Plan.
I spent an afternoon at the Pogue
Library recently, reading up on local history. History of Calloway
County, compiled and published in
1931 by the Ledger & Times,
proved to be a rich source of information. I read about Murray State
College's first international activity
— a debate between two MSC students, Forrest C. Pogue and Clay
Copeland, and representatives of
Cambridge University, England.
President of the college, Rainey T.
Wells, officiated at the debate, and

no decision was made about the
winner at the request of the
Englishmen. The question of the
debate was one that still provokes
spirited debates today: "Resolved
that the emergence of woman from
the home is a regrettable feature of
modern life." Murray represented
the negative side of the issue.
Going further back into history, I
read that Wadesboro used to be the
county seat of Calloway, but the
old city fell into decay when Marshall County was established. The
jail at Wadesboro — a log structure
— burned sometime around 1842.
Tragically, the sole prisoner perished in the fire.
The story goes that the day after
the fire, strange white birds —
large ones resembling sea gulls —
flew amidst the smoldering embers
and occupied bushes and trees. The
article says the exotic birds stayed
"for some time." Then they flew
away as mysteriously as they
arrived, and were never sighted
again.
Residents debated the reason for
the unexpected visit long after it
occurred. Some say the birds were
drawn from a great distance by the
odor of burning flesh. Others declared the strange visitors were
angels from Heaven who came to
waft the soul of the departed man
to his glory because he was innocent of the crime with which he
was charged.
Another interesting piece of the
past I discovered is the account of
Frank and Jesse James' visit to this
part of Kentucky. Sometime in the

1890's, the infamous brothers rode
up to the courtyard of a branch-of a
Paris, Tennessee, bank. They loft it
unmolested because they were on
their way to Russellville to rob
another one. According to the text I
read, the brothers posed as cattle
buyers and stayed all night at the
old Meloan home north of town.
where "Uncle Andy," a blind fiddler, entertained with tunes like.
"Turkey in the Straw" and "Arkansas Traveler." The outlaws appa
rently enjoyed West Kentucky hospitality because when Frank and
Jesse left, they handed their host a
$20 gold piece.
I could spend a lifetime just
reading about local history at the
Pogue Library. People also go
there in search of their "roots," to
pore over the extensive collections
of genealogy and local history;
including such sources as Kentucky
census records, cemetery records.
and county histories.
Of course, the Pogue is noteworthy because of its contents, but the
structure itself, solid and enduring,
could be a metaphor for
knowledge.
Standing at the bottom of the
expanse of steps that leads to the
library's main entrance, you read
the inscription: "The hope of
democracy depends on the diffusion of knowledge." In this age of
technology, when the knowledge of
the ages can be accessed by keying
in a few commands to a computer,
the Pogue Library helps us get an
education the old-fashioned way —
by the book.

OnttifTribuse
Eagle badge at a Court of Honor of
Boy Scout Troop 45 at First United
Methodist Church. He Is a freshman at Murray High School.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Carlton, a girl
'to Mr. and Mrs. Dan Paschall and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Don Baker,
March 7.
Mrs. C.C. Lowry spoke about
"Women's Side of Good Citizenship" at a meeting of Murray Lions
Club at Murray Woman's Club
House. She was introduced by
Codie Caldwell.
Thirty years ago
Airman Third Class Jack A.
Caldwell is stationed at Dyess Air
Force Base, Abilene, Texas.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. David Langley and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Logan.
Patty McNeely, Donna Ruth
Grogan, Mary Leslie Erwin, Ann
Wrather, Jimmy Olila and Sandra
Hamrick, students at Murray High
School, presented a program at a
meeting of Murray High School
Parent-Teacher Association.
Forty years ago
About $2,500 and a safe were
stolen from Swann's Grocery on
South Fourth Street last night.
The North-South All-Star
Basketball Game will be played
here June 11, according to Murray
Mayor George Hart and Murray
Chamber of Commerce President
M.O. Wrather.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Reeves of near Almo was destroyed by fire last week.
Mary D. Duska and Joe S.
Faughn were married March 8 at
Lone Oak.
Mrs. J.A. Outland and Mrs. R.L.
Cooper presented a major lesson at
a meeting of Pottertown Homemakers Club held at the home of Mrs.
Outland.

WRITE A LETTER — Letters to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's address and phone number must be included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Letters must not be more than MO words. Longer letters cannot be
published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: Editor: The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Agree Or Not

State board takes aim at nepotism
By S.C. Van Curon
and Todd Duvall
Overshadowed somewhat by
all the rhetoric over a sexeducation curriculum in the public schools was a new employment policy for local school
districts adopted last week by the
state Board of Education aimed
at curtailing nepotism abuses.
With a few minor changes at
the urging of school boards and
superintendents associations, the
new personnel policy should go
a long way in accomplishing its
purpose. At the very least, it will
make it far easier for parents and
local taxpayers to find out if a
school district's payroll is being
padded by relatives.
Essentially, the new policy requires that the applicant for a
school system job identify any
relative he or she may have who
is the school superintendent,
school board member or other
elected public official. That fact
then is set apart in the minutes of
the school board meeting when
the applicant is hirer!.
Other provisions of the policy
require that all job openings in a
school system be registered in
the district's central office, with
descriptions of the position and
qualifications for it and that the
register be available to the public;
that a list of job openings be
posted in each school in the district and that a copy of the policy

be included in the yearly accreditation report to the state
department of Education.
Obviously, the one weakness
in the anti-nepotism policy is that
it puts job applicants on their
honor to reveal the relationship
on a job application. However,
common sense tells us that in the
very districts where school payrolls are padded with relatives -small rural and generally poor
districts -- it won't take long for
word to get out that so-and-so's
unqualified cousin suddenly has
turned up as an instructional supervisor. If nothing more, the
politics in these districts will
make it difficult for a relative of a
school board member to fudge
on a job application and get away
with it for very long.
Of course, there always will be
relatives of school and elected
officials working for local school
districts. In many rural Kentucky
school districts it is common to
find teachers, principals, bus
drivers and cafeteria workers
who are related in some way to a
magistrate, school board member
or the local superintendent. The
concern, however, is that those
employees actually are qualified
for the job and that they got the
job competitively with others
who applied and not by pulling
strings with Uncle Joe or Aunt
Betty. Now one wants to
penalize a good teacher because

he or she happens to be a relative
of a board member, but no one
wants to penalize a good teacher
who fails to get a job because a
board member's nephew or niece
needs a job.
That's what the anti-nepotism
personnel policy intends and it is
long overdue. The job posting
requirement makes good sense
and is only fair, allowing existing school personnel to know

about job opportunities that are
available and giving them a
chance to apply for them. In the
vast majority of school districts
across Kentucky, the new policy
won't cause any problems
whatsoever. In those districts
where relatives pad the school
payroll, it may not entirely
eradicate nepotism, but it will
make it hard to accomplish and
easy to uncover:
I.
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Homemakers' special workshop planned
"Growing With Change" will be
Ralph Prince, 4-H Cooperative
Extension Agent;
the theme of the workshop by the
Purchase Area Extension Home*"Child Abuse Program for
makers on Tuesday, March 21, at Parents" led by Gary Hansen, UniRosenthal Hall, Paducah Communiversity of Kentucky Extension Specialist in Sociology;
ty College, Paducah.
The workshop will start at 9 a.m.
"Building Self-Confidence" led '
and will end at approximately 2 by R.N. Lavern Brown of Western
p.m. after a style show and a box
lunch.
Dee Beck R.N. will be the keynote speaker. "If you want to feel
turned-on, inspired, motivated and
enthused about you, don't miss the
talk by Ms. Beck," said Connie
Talent, area publicity chairman.
A series of six workshops about
Two lessons were presented at
stressful family life issues will be
the February meeting of the
conducted. Workshop 'participants
Wadesboro Homemakers Club held
will be able to attend their choice
at Sirloin Stockade.
of four of these six workshops
Betty Palmer presented a lesson
which are as follows:
on "Health Quackery."
"How to Teach Your Children
"Transitions" was the subject of
About Sex" led by Sue 1Dortch, a the lesson given by Ruby Burchett.
Reidland home economics teacher; She also read a newsletter on "How
*"Stress Management" led by Children Learn Values."
Pawnee Bedwell, president, presMary Usher, R.N. at Charter Hospital, Paducah;
ided. The club paid 100 percent to
*"Fatking to your Kids" led by the Ovarian Cancer Research Fund.

Baptist Hospital, Paducah;
*"Growing Older Gracefully"
led by Pattie Rae Smith, University
of Kentucky Extension Specialist.
Further information about this
workshop can be received by calling the local Cooperative Extension
Office, 753-1452.

Wadesboro Homemakers hear
two lessens at recent meeting
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to be presented by the-klusic Department
Nell Earwood, second left, gets tickets for the annual style shows
house. "Southern Style - Then and
club
the
at
21,
of the Murray Woman's Club on Tuesday, March
noon with tickets being $6 per person with
Now" will be the theme. The luncheon-style show will be at 12
7 p.m. with tickets being $4 per person with
a $3 tax deductible donation; the dessert-style show will be at
left, Mary Shipley, right. and Annie J.
Walker,
Marilyn
a $2 tax deductible donation. Also pictured are
from any department member or from
Nance who is in charge of ticket sales. They may be purchasedcommentator for the style show featuring
be
Mrs. Nance at downtown Peoples Bank. Pete Lancaster will
fashions. Entertainment will be prolocal persons modeling fashions from local stores and some "old" contest, Children's Concerts, and for
vided. Proceeds will go to the scholarship fund, high school student
Photo by Joanne ifTeneuer
maintenance of pianos at club house.

A scholarship fund for a student
to attend Murray State University
was explained by Maxine Scott.
Elaine Collins reported on the
council meeting.
Other members present were
LaVerna Hardie, Dixie Palmer,
Grace Parker and Imogene Palmer.
Jean Cloar, county extension agent
in home economics, was a visitor.
The club will meet Thursday,
March 16, at II a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

DATEBOOK
.

Genealogical meeting today

The Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet today (Tuesday)
at 4 p.m. in the Annex of Calloway County' Public Library. John B.
Cavitt, featured speaker, will talk about "Early Country Music in Kentucky." Jean Murdock. president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

BPW will hear Vickie Jones

A_

Murray Business and Professional Women will meet Thursday, March
16, at 6:30 p.m. at Louie's Steak House on North 12th Street. Vickie
Jones. local lawyer, will speak about "Current Women's Issues." All
members and interested persons are invited to attend., a BPW spokesperson said.

Women of Moose will meet
Women of Murray Lodge No. 2011 Loyal Order of the Moose will
meet Thursday. March 16, at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall. The election of
officers for the 1989-1990 term will be at 7 p.m. and the meeting at 8
p.m. Paula Cook-McClain, senior regent. urges all members to take part in
the election. The women have made donations to 'he W.A.T.C.H. Center,
Spouse Abuse, Jaycees' Coat Drive for the Underprivileged. Kosair's
Children's Hospitat at Louisville, and bought 24 tickets from the Shrincrs
to go to underprivileged children to go to the Shriners Circus.

Singles plan party Thursday
The Single Connection will meet Thursday, March 16, at 7 p.m. in a
third floor classroom of Educational Building of First United Methodist
Church. This will be a St. Patrick's Day' party. For more information call
Carol at 753-2596, Brenda at 753-2513 or Jim at 492-8733.

Hazel Club plans special meal
The Hazel Woman's Club will have a foreign dish supper on Thursday,
March 16, at 6:30 p.m. at the home of Sandra Gallimore. Ruth Barnhill
will be cohostess. Belinda Elliott will give the devotion. All members are
urged to attend, according to Janice Wilkinson. president.

Murray Civitans plan meeting
The Murray Civitans will meet Thursday, March 16, at 7 p.m. at Homepace Restaurant. The Civitans will he completing plans for the Annual
Cis itan Pancake Day set for Saturday. March 25, from 5 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
12.2,y's Restaurant., west side of counsquare in downtown Murray.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Barbara Tucker of Rt. 1, Kirksey, Jean Kennedy, Lewis Miller,
Connie Morgan and Juanita Stallons, all of Murray, from Western Baptist:
Elba Tomlinson of Hardin and Charles Tibbs of Hazel from Lourdes.

Don't suffer needlessly
from hearing loss!
Do you feel left out of group
conversations? If your answer is yes
you may be one of millions of
Americans who have a hearing loss.
Amplification has been helpful to
many who could not hear words
clearly.. maybe we can help you!

Audible
Secret Ear

$100" Off
OFFER EXPIRES
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-FREE Hearing Test
-FREE Hearing Consultation
-'100°° Off Audible SecretEar
•Hearing Aid Trial Available
-APPOINTMENTS ARE RECOMMENDEDCALL NOW: (502) 753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING AID CENTER
206 South 4th, Murray, KY 42071
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Kenlake plans,special weekend

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF

Kenlake State Resort Park will have a special weekend, "Naturescape,"
tailored for the nature lover, March 31 and April 1. The event will focus
on ornithology, wildflowers, edible plants, photography and folk music.
The public is welcome to attend. For more information call 474-2211.
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is to promote academic excellence and exemplary character among colrisk the spade finesse Had it lost,
SOUTH
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distinction.
honor
those
to
achieving
and
and
students
university
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the game would have gone with it.
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Reglirernents for membership are a 3.7 grade point average on 80 or
But he did make a mistake. See if
K Q8
more semester hours, 24 semester hours in residence, and a good moral
you can spot his slip.
A J 10 9 8
•
character. Dr. Allen Walker is campus sponsor.
and
queen
South took his heart
AK
•
considered his finessing options. If
he finessed in spades, he would have Vulnerable: Both
eight sure winners even with a Dealer: South
only
planH. Eddie Roberts Post No. 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars is
lie in the Suit. With a winning The bidding:
lucky
ning a yard sale in the near future. If any one has any items to be donated
finesse, he would have nine South West
diamond
North East
or left over from a yard sale, Post members will be glad to come to the
and still have chances if the 1•
tricks
Pass
1*
1,
homes or businesses for pick up. Persons may call Commander Leonard
finesse were to fail.
All pass
NT
3
NT
Pass
2
Brown at 436-2674 or Tom Williams at 436-5688. The post will meet
So he led a low spade to dummy's
Thursday', March 16, at 7 p.m. at the post home on Highway 94 East.
Opening lead: Heart six
ace and passed dummy's diamond
queen for a winner. But West's club
BID WITH THE ACES
discard dashed hopes when South
3-14-B
repeated the finesse. When he tried
holds:
South
Thursmeet
The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
a low spade to dummy,hoping to reday. March 16, at 12 noon at the club house. A potluck luncheon will be
•K 5 4
peat the diamond finesse, West
41 A J 9 6 2
served. Cadelia Davis will present a program on "National Nutrition
hopped up with his king and led a
•7
Month." Jimmie Lee Carmichael will have the devotion. Hostesses will be
third spade. Locked in his hand,
•Q 7 32
Mary Gertzen. Frances Churchill, June Crider, Dolly Lorenz and Mary
South could manage only eight
Moore.
tricks.
North South
The winning play is for South to 1•
2•
lead his spade queen to dummy's 2*
ace at trick two. When the bad diaThe Health Expiess of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at the
mond break appears, he leads a low ANSWER: Three spades. An invitaWillis Center, North L.P. Miller, Murray, on Wednesday, March 15, from
spade to dummy as before. Now, tional sequence. North should pass
10 a.m. to 12 noon. On Thursday, March 16, the express will be at Colwith his queen of spades out of the only with a poor minimum.
dwater Church of Christ from 9 to 11 a.m. and at First National Bank,
way, South cannot be prevented
bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
Farmington, from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Blood pressure, pulse, vision and
from reaching dummy, and he re- Send
12363, Dallas, Texas 75235, with self-addressed.
make
to
glaucoma scrgenings will be offered. Also for $4, a person can purchase a
finesse
peats the diamond
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright. PM United Feature Syndicate
stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit to detect blood in the stool.
at least one overtrick.

Van Curen inducted into society

VFW Post plans sale and meeting

Home Department plans luncheon

Health Express lists its.stops

local hospital
Newborn admissions and dismissals listed by theMyron
Cory Dr., Hickman;

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, March
10, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Tacker twins, baby boys,
parents. Susan and James. 706 Poplar St.. Murray.
Dismissals
Claude Wilson Jr., Rt. 1, Box
68B. Murray; Ms. Sarah L. Owens,
Rt. 6. Box 91, Murray; Mrs. Deadrea Phillips and baby boy, Rt. 9,
Box 322, Benton;
Thomas Estep, 56 Oakmont,
Auburn Hills, Mich.; Mrs. Michele
Shearer and baby boy. Rt. I. Hardin; Mrs. Beverly Poole, 202 West
13th St.. Benton;
Mrs. Sandra K. Bynum. Rt. 1,
Box 271„Almo; Mrs. Bertha J.
Cummings and baby girl. Rt. 5.

jv
MOVIES

Cheirs baby girl, parents, Arnita
Mrs. Roxie Jones (expired) 509
and Ricky, 1005 Myron Cory Dr.,
Fourth Si, Murray; Rudy
North
Hickman.
Hall (expired) 1111 Circarama,
Dismissals
Murray.
Miss Vickey Price, 503 North
Fifth St., Murray; Mrs. Yasinta
One newborn admission and disTamalo and baby boy, P.O. Box
at Murray-Calloway Counmissals
2808, University Station, Murray;
for Sunday, March 12,
Hospital
ty
Rt.
Mrs. Florence G. McKinney,
as follows:
released
been
have
5, Box 120A, Benton; Mrs. Martha
admission
Newborn
Green, 306 North 10th St., Murray;
Kelly baby girl, parents, Joe,Ita
Mrs. Sherry D. Carter, P.O. Box
Jim, Rt. 3, Box 376, Murray.
and
264, Sedalia;
Dismissals
Mrs: Ernestine Garland, Rt. 1,
Paschall, Rt. 7, Box
Lindy
Paul
Kirks,
Tracy
Box 450, Dexter; Mrs.
Miss Christy CumMurray;
590,
Box 58B, Hamlin; Mrs. Marilyn
Seventh St.,
North
511
mings,
W. Harris, Rt. 3, Box 283P15,
Rt. 6,
Ramey,
Lisa
Ms.
Murray;
Murray;
Box 305, Murray;
Miss Michelle L. Johnson and
Mrs. Linda C. Garrett and baby
baby boy, Mandalay Road, Apt.
Rt. 1, Box 359A., Cottage
girl,
Melanie
Miss
Tenn.;
401, Paris,
Grove, Tenn.; Andy Burkeen, Rt.
Brown and baby girl, P.O. Box
1, Box 154, Dexter;
223, Hazel;
Mrs. Lisa Jan Mazurek and baby
Mrs. Eula Stone, Rt. 8, Box 20,
Murray; Mrs. Virgie U. Ruff, 9418 boy, HC Box 169R, New Concord;
Mirian, Si Louis, Mo.; Delmar J. Mrs. Pattye Ann Post and baby
Two newborn admissions, dis- Flinner, Rt. 1, Box 472B, Spring- boy, 1551A Mockingbird Dr.,
Murray:
ville, Tenn.
missals at Murray-Calloway CounFred Roberts, Rt. 5. Box 473,
ty Hospital for Saturday, March 11,
John F. Moore, RI 9, Box 469,
have been released as follows:
Benton; Mrs. Jeanneue M. Musch, Murray; Mrs. Mary Ann Russell,
1503 Sycamore St., Murray; Mrs.
802 South 17th Si, Murray;
Newborn admissions
R. Neeley, Rt. 1, Box
Michelle
74
Lakeshore
Sullivan,
Frederick
Allen baby boy, mother, Rita,
68B,
Tenn.;
Henry,
1005
girl,
baby
Cheirs
Hamlin;
Dr.,
Cadiz;
Dr.,
160 Woodland
Mrs. Susan L. Tacker and twin
baby boys, 706 Poplar St., Murray;
MTS. Anna Smith, Fern Terrace
Lodge,
Murray;
Oost
Dsbbki
Mrs. Ethel Mitchuson; 749 Riley
bride-elect of
Ct., Murray; Charles E. McKinney,
Rt. 1, Box 170, Dexter; Noble M.
MI Koons
101 Patterson, Paris,
Canady,
has selected
Tenn.;
her decoraUve
John R. Clark, Rt. 2, Hazel; Rayaccessories from
mond Myers, 1002 Sycamore St.,
BetAlr Center
Centralia, Ill.; Johnny H. Anderson,
Pier I
826 South Fourth Si, Murray;
Debbie a BM will be married Feb. 25, UM.
Roger Burgoyne (expired) Rt. 5,
Box 952. Murray.

Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Edith Mitchell,
Rt. 8, Box 600, Murray;
Alton A. Warren, Rt. 1, Box
I25A, Almo; Mrs. Helen D.
Moore, Rt. 1, Box 234A, Almo;
Robert Clark, Rt. 4, Box 148,
Murray;
Rollie Sumner, Rt. 3, Box 87K,
Murray; James Kindred, Box 330,
New Concord; Mrs. Katie J. Cornwell, Hardin;
Ms. Virginia K. Moore, 1104
Vine St., Murray; Mrs. Grace
Winkowski, Rt. 5, Box 816, Murray; Vernon Cohoon, 1501 Kirkwood, Murray;
Mrs. Gladys Cochran, Rt. 1, Box
32, Hazel; Mrs. Annie Tharpe, 217
Spruce St., Murray; Mrs. Dorothy
Baker, Rt. 3, Box 271, Murray;
Mrs. Carrie Oakley, 162 Candy
DE-, Cadiz; Mrs. Grace A. Hopkins,
Rt. 1, Box 758, Hardin; Mrs. Sarah
L. Baker, 713 Maple St., Benton;
Mrs. Bert Nance, Murray.
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ision agent
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Thursday,
at Sirloin

Tuesday, March 14
Experimental Aircraft Association Chapter 920 will meet at
Murray-Calloway Airport. For
information call 759-9451.
Food Committee of Projec t
Graduation for Calloway County
High School will meet at 6:30 p.m.
In Room 308 of CCHS.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will have
a banquet at 6 p.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn, followed by an
inspection at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Temple.
Murray Lions Club is scheduled
to meet at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Calloway County Homemakers
and their spouses will be given an
informational and educational
program at 7 p.m. at Treas Do-ItCenter. To register call 753-1452
by noon today.
Murray -Calloway County
Church Softball League will meet
at 7 p.m. at Westside Baptist
Church. For information call
753-6403.
"Entertaining The Troops" will
be shown at 8 p.m. on KET.
Legion of Murray Moose Lodge
will meet at 7:30 p.m. with officers
to meet at 7 p.m.

BY WOLFF
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Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple ,
Streets.

Tuesday, March 14
223 W. South St., Mayfield. For
information call 1-247-5469.
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building for a cooking program. For information call
Pamela at 753-7638.
Boating Safety and Seamanship
seminar will be at 6:30 p.m. at Calloway Public Library. For Information call 751-6174.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room. For information call
753-9303.
First Christian Church will have
Youth Activity Night at 6:30 p.m.
at Murray Middle School gym.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society will meet at 4 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway Public Library.
Wednesday, March 15
Covenant Prayer Group will
meet at 10 a.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include business meeting, GAs and RAs at 7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.; Drama Practice at 8:30 a.m.
Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club at 4:50
p.m.; Super Dinner at 5:30 p.m.;
Dr. Buchanan's class at 6:20 p.m.;
Bazaar Workshop at 6:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir practice at 7:30 p.m.

Robertson and Carter Elementary
Centers will have skate night from
6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating of
Murray.

Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Prayer Service and
Youth Study Group at 7 p.m.

Recovery, Inc., will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross Chapter House.

Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid-week

Wednesday, March 15
Bible Study, business meeting,
RAs, GAs and Mission Friends at 7

Wednesday, March 15
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

Thursday, March 16
lion call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.

Thursday, March 16
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant, Draffenville.

P.M

Murray State University LibraPrayer, Praise and Fellowship
ries and Wrather West Kentucky
Murray City Schools will not be
Events at First Baptist Church
(nondenominati
onal) will be at 7
Museum
will
in session today.
be
open
from
8
a.m.
will include Bible Study at 9:45
p.m. at the home of Mark and
to 5 p.m.
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Calloway County Schools will
Fellowship Supper and Youth
Lenten meditation will be at 8 'Karen Welch, 321 North Seventh
be
in session today.
St., Murray.
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; business p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
meeting, Children's Choirs and Church.
Murray State University LibraHazel Woman's Club will have a
Klaymata Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.;
ries,
Administrative Offices and
foreign dish supper at 6:30 p.rm at
Thursday, March 16
Beginners' Sign Language Class at
Wrather
West Kentucky Museum
Murray
the home of Sandra Gallimore.
-Calloway County Need
7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45
will be closed today.
Line Church and Cooperative Minip.m.
stry, Inc., will have a council meetThe Single Connection will meet
Senior citizens' activities will be
ing at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public
at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom
Events at First Presbyterian
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Church will include Choir Practice Library. This is open to the public. of Educational Building, First
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
United Methodist Church. For
at 6:30 p.m. and Session at 7:30
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291
information call Carol, 753-25%, 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
p.m. ARK will not meel.
of Veterans of Foreign Wars will
Brenda, 753-2513, or Jim,
Events at First United Methodist
meet at 7 p.m. at Post Home on 492-8733.
Ladies' day events at Oaks
Church will include Bible Study at
Country Club will include bridge at Highway 94 East.
9:30 a.mn., Bell Choir at 6 p.m.
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
9:30 a.m. and luncheon at 12 noon.
and Chancel Choir at 7 p.m.
Home Department of Murray
Church will sponsor a Daniel
Seminar at 7 p.m. at Boston Tea
Love and Care Luncheon of Woman's Club will have a potluck
Men's basketball will be at 7
Party, Holiday Inn..
Murray Memorial Gardens will be luncheon at 12 noon at the club
p.m.
in gym at Elm Grove Baptist
house.
at 11:45 a.m. at Boston Tea Party,
Church.
Murray Civitans will meet at 7
Holiday Inn.
Murray Business and Professionp.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.
Events at First Baptist Church
al Women will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Health Express of Murray will include Mothers' Day Out at
Louie's Steak House.
Wadesboro Homemakers Club
Calloway County Hospiial will he
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
will meet at 11 a.m. at Sirloin
at Willis Center at Murray from 10
a.m.; Carol Poe Group of Baptist
"Sing ,Out America! With Judy
Stockade.
a.m. to 12 noon. Blood pressure, Collins" will be presented at 9 p.m.
Women at 7 p.m.
pulse, vision and glaucoma screen- on KET.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
ings and Occult Blood Screening
Mary Fuhrmann will present a
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Health
Express of MurrayKits will be offered.
half-hour show on Easter Art at 10
at
7:30
p.m.
at
lodge
hall.
Calloway County Hospital will be
a.m. on Cablevision Channel 34.
4.
at Coldwater Church of Christ from
Bereavement Support Group will
Twin
Lakes
Antique
Car
Club
meet at 9:30 a.m. in chapel of , 9 to 11 a.m. and at First National
Bank,
Farmington,
from
12:30
to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
2:30 p.m.
Events at Calloway Public
14
4'1\liA4
Murray Women of the Moose
Library will include Parents and
will meet at 7 p.m. at lodge hall.
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
J.N. Williams Chapter of the
Church. For information call
United Daughters of the Confeder,-, 753-8136, 489-2628 or
762-6297.
acy will meet at 1:30 p.m. in the
Visit with us when shopping for a gift. We'll help
home of Mrs. William Barker.
you select the gift that the bride really wants. We'll
AA and Al-non will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior Citigift wrap it. We'll send it. And the service is free!
Hazel and Willis Centers will be zens' Center, Benton. For informa•

gelimitaig
Start lime!
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OUR BRIDAL REGISTRY:
Pam Jones - Shawn Phillips
Sandra Franks - Jeff Oakley
Ladona Overbey - Todd Lawson
Elaine Jones - Jon Alexander

8
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The Westside Senior Citizens recently honored Mary Chambers, left, and Carrie Story, top
left photo,
with a birthday dinner at Pagliai's. Others attending were, from left, top right photo, Elizabeth
Haneline,
Myrtle Byrd, Verona Grogan, director, Alma Cooper and Ruth Hoke; bottom left photo,
Odell Kemp,
Nova Lee Wendt., Sue Bagwell, Anna Lou Jones, Mary James and Mrs. Chambers; bottom
right photo,
Flossie Snow, Louise Maley, Mrs. Story, Lucille Potts and Lorene Wilson, not in picture;
side picture,
Reba Lee and Myrtle Byrd.
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MURRAY DAY
CARE CENTER
would like to thank
all our parents and students
for a great
First Year!
Your support has been appreciated.
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Infants through School Age

Most popular names of children born in state listed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
New to the boys list were DusBible names remain popular:
Several names were given to a
year may be different, but the
tin, Charles and Nicholas, replacing
Rebekah, Isaac, Levi, Elijah, Isaiah nearly equal number of girls and
names are the same.
Eric, Anthony and Jeremy.
and Eli. Others were named Angel, boys: Jessie, Taylor, Dominique,
As they were in 1987, Joshua,
The list of names given 1988
Faith, Joy, Grace Heaven and Kirby, Trinity, Cayce, Jackie,
Ashley, Jessica, Justin and Amanda
babies reflect music, nature, geoMiracle.
Devon, Adrian, Robbie, Griffin and
were among the most popular
graphy, famous people and even
Nature was represented: Rose, Cori.
names given Kentucky children
weather conditions.
Lily, Jasmine, Rosemary, Sage,
Some 1988 names will cause
born in 1987, according to records
Though just a few months old, Raven, Sky, Ivy, Windy, Sunny, double-takes through
the years:
compiled by the Department for some babies are already gems: DiaMisty and Stormy.
Arzie,
Bodeeca,
Cassiopeia,
ChrisHealth Services.
mond, Jewel, Jade, Ruby, Opal,
Popular music figures were derburg, Galadriel, Jatagious, Kojo,
In fact, 17 of the 20 most popuAmethyst, Garnet, Pearl, Sapphire remembered with Dylan, Donovan, Xylina and Zyhedia.
lar names for boys and girls in
and Turquoise.
Waylon, Elvis, Fabian, Aretha,
Names may also shape a child's
1988 were on the 1987 lists.
Some parents are apparently
Julio and Lionel. History buffs development: Vanity, Chipper,
There were some originals.
world travelers: Names include Jor- might have named Julius, Lincoln,
There were 5,314 different names dan, Rome, Geneva, China, Ameri- Kennedy, Antoinette, Columbus Loyal, Lyric, Novel, Serenity, Star,
Tempest, Camera, Kontessa and
recorded during the year with ca, Berlin, Montreal and Nevada. and Nefertari.
Baron.
1,382 babies receiving a name that
no one else received.
Even some of the same names
were different. Brittany, the fourth
, A
:
Aar
. ,,,ar.,_.,__'111111111111111,1P11 ,1110.°''.--.:....KeLL-dipm
most popular name for girls, was
spelled 25 different ways. Of the 'OWwwf
NefaVOrillw
OWur"%11120 most popular names for girls,
f
there were 116 variant spellings.
Among the 20 most popular names
for boys, there were only 40
variations.
The most popular girls names
were Ashley, Jessica, Amanda,
Brittany, Sarah, Kayle, Tiffany,
Heather, Samantha, Amber, Megan,
Jennifer, Whitney, Elizabeth, Emily, Lauren, Rachel, Stephanie,
Courtney and, an old stand-by,
Mary.
Lauren, Courtney and Mary
replaced Rebecca, Laura and Kimberly from the 1987 list.
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
For boys, the most popular
names were Joshua, Christopher,
Owners: Louie and Sue Williams
Justin, Michael, James, Matthew,
William, Brandon, Andrew, David,
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
Joseph, John, Robert, Jonathan,
Off Hwy. 121 South
Daniel, Timothy, Dustin, Charles,
436-5496
Nicholas and Ryan.

,k•
•
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REOPENING!

Friday,' March 17th

Serving Catfish Filletsl.Broasted Chicken
Seafoods, Country Ham & Short Orders

Open Everyday except Monday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Cypress Springs Restaurant

Hourly - Daily - Weekly Rates

753-7359
1607 W. Olive

Regina Hale - Owner-Director

Doctor Reports

"Overweight Patients
Lose Too Much Weight"
ORANGE, CA — A significant
weight loss breakthrough of unprecedented magnitude has just
been made. A new bioactive diet pill
program containing amazing
"E.A.B. Plus" has been perfected
and is being marketed under the
tradename Anorex 2000 TM
Researchers are calling it the
"diet miracle of the '90s. Anorex
2000 with "E.A.B. Plus" actually
turns the body into a "fat burning
machine" which consumes its own
stored fat, flab and cellulite thus
shedding pounds and inches like
magic. A panel of leading U.S. doctors and health experts found
Anorex 2000 "safe for effective
weight loss." However it is an
extremely powerful anorectic instructions should be followed
carefully.
Expense Delays Marketing
Anorex 2000 was developed after
years of expensive research. Consequently it is not cheap - but it works!
As one doctor commented, "My
patients would pay many times the
cost of Anorex 2000 to fmally lose all
the weight they want and need to
lose - to finally realize their dreams
of a thin, beautiful, healthy body.
Some of my overweight patients
actually lost too much
t with
Anorex 2000."

Free 30 Day Trial Offer
Anorex 2000 is so effective and
the results are so astonishing that the
manufacturer is offering a 30 day
free trial. If you postdate your check
a full 30 days, it will be held to let
you prove to yourself that you can
safely lose all the weight you want. If
you are not 100% satisfied with the
remarkable change you see in the
mirror, just return your Anorex
2000 and your check will be destroyed uncashed. You have no risk you can't lose money, only years of
unwanted fat and years off your
appearance.
Send check or money order for
$36.45(+$3.50 for shipping and handling) for a 30 day supply or $64.00
(+$3.50) for a 60 day supply to
Anorex 2000, 4642 E. Chapman
Ave., Dept. A35,Orange,CA 92669.
For fastest service for credit card
orders ONLY simply call Anorex
2000- 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
TOLL FREE: 1-800-633-2222,
Da.A35,and use your VISA,MasterCard or American Express. Sorry, no
C.O.D.s.
(Nom Because Anorex 2000 is
such a powerful weight kiss oompound, docuxs have advised the
manufacturer to sell no more than one
60 day ampiy_per
_customer.)
cIMO
10.63.3..= Est. MI
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SPORTS
Elliott only
repeater on
All-America
hoop teams

Wintry Ledger & Times

NCAA first-round games will
offer clues to 'mystery teams'

Honorable effort

ed without center Fred McKoy, who had the flu. The
19-10 Wildcats are seeded sixth in the East; 17-11
Minnesota, which got most of its big wins at home,
is seeded 11th.

By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Saone Writer

By The Associated Press
Except for Lon Kruger and Clem Haskins, almost
Scan Elliott didn't have to be
every coach playing a mystery team in a first-round
Some of the more intriguing first-round matchups
told he had made The Associated
game in the NCAA basketball can sing the same
big names against no-names — schools unheard
pit
Press All-America team. But he
refrain: "Who are these guys?"
their immediate area.
outside
of
was happy to find out.
It was stated most bluntly by Coach Ralph Miller
One involves 18th-ranked Ball State, whose 28-2
be
could
"It's a real good feeling. Going
game
whom
for
every
of 21-7 Oregon State,
record is the best in the tournament, against Pitt,
into the (NCAA) tournament, it's a
his last. Miller, whose Beavers are the sixth seed in
whose 17-12 mark is second worst, in Indianapolis
Arizona
the
real emotional boost,"
the West regional, turned 70 last Thursday and is
on
Thursday.
senior said. "By this time, there's
retiring after this season.
Pitt is seeded higher, eighth in the Midwest to
Yet
something that tells you, you
"We absolutely know nothing about Evansville,"
ninth
Ball State, primarily on the basis of its
for
on
be
to
going
you're
almost know
he said after finding out that his first-round opponent
— it has beaten two top seeds, Georgewins
"good"
the team."
in Tucson Friday will be the 24-5 Purple Aces,
town
No. 7 Syracuse and 11th-ranked
and
Oklahoma,
Elliott, the only repeater on the
champion of the Midwestern Collegiate Conference.
Hall
but
Seton
twice,
lost to such teams as Duquesne,
wm
Monday,
announced
first team
"But we'll know something soon."
and
Siena
Boston
College.
joined by seniors Danny Ferry of
The top seeds face the same problems, but should
Siena, champion of the ECAC North ifttlantic, is
Duke, Stacey King of Oklahoma,
breeze through their games. Since the current
in a similal game, against 13th-ranked Staninvolved
and
Syracuse,
of
Douglas
highest
the
Sherman
64-team format was established in 1985,
ford,
Pac-10 runnerup.
the
freshman Chris Jackson of Louisiaseeds to lose in the first round were Indiana to
na State.
Cleveland State and Notre Dame to Arkansas-Little
In fact, if anyone is a mystery team, it's the newly
"This is a tribute to our team •
Rock in 1986. Indiana and Notre Dame were third
christened Saints — like Stanford more than a
and its position," said Elliott, who
seeds in their regions, the victors were 14th.
decade ago, they dropped the nickname "Indians."
added that this year he is "a lot
(Ed. note: Murray State was the 14th seed and
Their nine games since Feb. 6 have been played in
stronger and a lot smarter on the
North Carolina was seeded third in last year's
empty arenas because of a measles outbreak at the
court, and 100 percent better on
NCAA tournament when the Racers upset the
Loudonville, N.Y., school that left its players
defense,"
Wolfpack 78-75.)
quarantined.
The voting was done by the
This year's top four — Georgetown in the East,
Moreover, Siena is playing_in Greensboro, N.C.,
same national panel of sports wriIllinois in the Midwest, Oklahoma in the Southeast
within the eastern region and they've seen Stanford
ters and broadcasters which selects
and Arizona in the West — begin play as prohibitive
on television, something the Cardinal, third-seeded in
the weekly Top Twenty. Each voter
favorites.
the East, can't say about them.
selected three teams with points
Georgetown, whose dominant play in the Big East
"They're not the kind of club that's going to comdistributed on a 5-3-1 basis.
tournament has made it the early favorite to win the
pletely overwhelm us with their athleticism," says
The second team was comprised
overall title, meets Ivy League champion Princeton
Siena Coach Mike Deane, whose team finished 24-4.
of seniors Pervis Ellison of LouisFriday' in Providence in a matchup that might have
"Stanford, more than any Pac-10 team in particular,
ville, Glen Rice of Michigan, Moobeen more intriguing a year ago when Hoya Coach
mirrors our style a little. We're both skill clubs."
kie Blaylock of Oklahoma and
John Thompson's son played for the Tigers.
But even watching television doesn't always help.
Charles Smith of Georgetown, and
Illinois will play in Indianapolis Thursday against
Coach Charlie Spoonhour of Southwest Missouri
sophomore Jay Edwards of Indiana.
N1cNeese State, whose 16-13 record is the worst of
State, which plays Seton Hall in Tucson in the first
The third team was seniors Todd
any team in the tournament; Oklahoma will play East
round, acknowledges he's seen the Pirates on televiLicht' of Stanford and George
sion. Moreover, the two schools both played in the
Tennessee State Friday in Nashville, and No. 1-rankMcCloud of Florida State, juniors
ed Arizona will be in Boise, Idaho Thursday against
same West sub-regional last year in Los Angeles,
Hank Gathers of Loyola MaryRobert Morris, whose fans, ironically, displayed
though not against each other.
mount, the nation's leading scorer
signs proclaiming "Bring On Arizona" as their team
But while Scion Hall's P.J. Carlesimo says he's all
and rebounder, and Lionel Simwon the Northeast Conference tournament last week.
too familiar with Spoonhour's team and professes
mons of La Salle, and freshman
Like most other first-round games, those are all
admiration for their tough 54-50 loss to Nevada-Las
center Alonzo Mourning of
matchups of strangers.
Vegas in last year's tournament, Spoonhour says his
Georgetown.
The one exception is the meeting in Greensboro,
views of the Pirates were strictly recreational.
Elliott, the 51st player to repeat
N.C. Thursday between Kruger's Kansas State team
"Don't know anything about them," he says. "In
as an All-American in the 41 years
Minnesota.
and
Haskins'
the
past, we've watched them on TV for entertainMurray State's Jeff Martin, the all-time leading scorer in the state of
a team has been selected, was' the
the
with
January
in
in
played
Minneapolis
They
and enjoyed watching them because they play
ment
Kentucky, was given "honorable mention" status on the AP Alltop vote-getter with 324 points and
Gophers winning 72-67 in a game Kansas State playso well and so hard."
America
team.
was named on the first team by 63
voters, just edging Ferry, 318 and
NO ILLS ON THE HILL
61, and King, 316 and 60.
The 6-foot-8 Elliott, the Pac-10's
all-time leading scorer, leads the
top-ranked Wildcats by averaging
22.0 points and 4.3 assists and is
in February, will carry' the momenLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — All get. I guarantee you we'll have
second in rebounding at 7.0. He is
of a modest three-game wintum
there,"
up
fans
15,000
or
10,000
Kenny
Payne
Louisville senior
considered the perfect swingman.
ning
streak into Thursday's game.
wants to do is win six more basket- Crum said. "I also much prefer to
switching easily from the forward
"I
feel good about where we
ball games and call it quits.
play at noon. That way you don't
to the guard position.
BOWLLNG GREEN, Ky.(AP) — The NCAA has concluded there is
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Sports Notices
Racer tickets...
Fans who follow the Racers to State College, Pa. for the first round
National Invitational Tournament (NIT) game with Penn State Wednesday
evening will be guests at an MSU hospitality suite both before and after
the game.
The hospitality suite at the Holiday Inn, located just off Route 322 in
the State College business district, will be open to all alumni, Racer Club
members, and other friends and supporters of MSU from 5-7 p.m. and
again immediately following the game, which begins at 7:30 p.m. (EST,
6:30 CST).
Murray State has 300 tickets available for the game, with seats available behind the Racer bench.
The tickets, $10 each, must be paid for and picked up by 4 p.m. today
(Tuesday) at the -ticket office at Room 211 of Stewart Stadium. Special

Sparks places 8th
Jeff Sparks, of Murray, competed this weekend at the Clark
Circuit cycling races in Henryville,
Ind. Sparks finshed eighth overall
in the 40-mile race, 16 laps over a
2.5 mile course, sponsored by the
United States Cycling Federation.
Sparks, a six-year veteran of
cycling racing, competes for the
Rapid Transit Racing Team out of
Clarksville, Ind.

Elliott...
(Cont'd from page

6)
Jackson said. "I'm shocked I've
been able to do some of the things
I've done. I thought my freshman
year would be like anyone else
would have; you know, that there
would be some adjustment time to
play college basketball. I've worked real hard and been preparing
and it appears that has pato ott.

oyotas
Cost Less
In Murray
New 1989 Celica
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Wed. & Thur.

SEAFOOD
FEAST

A Buffet Of
Seven Seas
Favorites
Salad Bar
Fried Gulf Shrimp
Clam Strips
Baked Cajun Fish
Catfish Fillets
B-B-Q Chicken
Ocean Whitefish
Shrimp Creole
Boiled Shrimp
Onion Rings
Cajun Fries
Hushpuppies

cvei‘a en seCts,

Girls' softball...
An organizational meeting for girls' summer league softball competition will be held Thursday, March 16 at 7 p.m. at the University Branch
of the Bank of Murray. All interested persons should attend.

4555(SF)

(SF)
2nd Region
W Hopkins 53, Christian Co 43 (SF)
S Hopkins 73, Hopkinsvilla 69 (SF)
kd Region
Apollo 65, Breckinrcilge Co 58 (SF)
Ohio Co 47, Owensboro 44 (SF)
4th Region
Logan Co. 57, Clinton Co 49 (SF)
Warren East 70, Alien Co 42 (SF)
5th Region
Nelson Co 66. W Hardin 57 (SF)
E Hardin 66, Adair Co. 54 (SF)
8th Region
Trimble Co 48. &lint East 47 (SF)
Oldham Co 57, Shelby Co 41 (SF)
9th Region
Boone Co 67, Cow Holy Cross 53 (SF)
Simon Kenton 58, Dixie Heights 49 (SF)

10th Region
Bourbon Co 52. Bracken Co 38 (SF)
Clark Co 48. Mason Co 35 (SF)
11th Region
Lex Bryan Station 63, Madison Cent 50
(SF)
Lex. Henry Clay 73, Frankton 51 ISF)
12th Region
Pulaski Co 60. Boyle Co 48 (SF)
Laurel Co 74, Monticello 38 (SF)
13th Region
Clay Co. 85, Knox Cent 43 (SF)
Corbin 54. Bell Co 53 (SF)
14th Region
VVhitesburg 43, Lesio Co. 42 (SF)
Fleming-Neon 43, MC Napier 30 (SF)
151h Region
Phelps 62, Johnson Cent 47 (SF)
Elkhorn City 59, Sheldon Clark 53 (SF)
16th Region
W Caner 68, Ashland 65 (SF)
Russell 81, Rowan Co 63 (SF)

College Basketball
The 1988-89 Associateo Press college
basketball All-America team, with height,
class, school and key season-average
statistics
FIRST TEAM
Sherman Douglas. 6-0, senior, Syracuse.
18.3 points, 8.7 assists
Sean Elliott, 6-8, senior, Anzona, 22
points, 7 rebounds, 4.3 assists, 3 blocks.
Danny Ferry, 6-10, senior, Duke, 22.7
points, 7.4 rebounds. 5 assists.
Chris Jackson. 6-1, freshman, Louisiana
State, 30.1 points, 4.2 assists.
Stacey King, 6-10, senior, Oklahoma.
26.3 points, 10 rebounds. 2.3 blocks.
SECOND TEAM
Mooko Blaylock, 6-1, senior, Oklahoma,
20.2 points, 6.8 assists, 3.8 steals. •
Jay Edwards, 6-4. sophomore, Indiana,
20.4 points, 3 8 assists.
Pervis Ellison, 6-9, senior, Louisville, 18
points, 61.4 FG percentage, 8 4 rebounds.
Glen Rice, 6-7, senior, Michigan, 24 7
points, 8 2 rebounds.
Charles Smith, 6-1, senior. Georgetown,
19.2 points. 5.4 assists.
THIRD TEAM
Hank Gathers, 6-7, Junior, Loyola Marymount, 32.9 points, 13.6 rebounds.
Todd Licht', 6-4, senior, Stanford, 20 2
points, 5 rebounds, 3.2 assists.
George McCloud, 6-6, senior, Florida
State, 23.2 points, 3.9 assists.
Alonzo Mourning, 6-10, freshman,
Georgetown, 12.9 points, 5.3 rebounds, 5
blocks
Lionel Simmons, 6.6, Junior, La Salle,

28 5 points, 11 3 rebounds, 3 assists.
HONORABLE MENTION
Nick Anderson, Illinois, B.J. Armstrong,
Iowa, Stacey Augmon, Nev -Las Vegas,
Dana Barros, Boston College, Kenny Battle,
Illinois
Ricky Blanton, Louisiana State; Chucky
Brown, North Carolina State; Jay Burson.
Ohio State; Derrick Coleman, Syracuse;
Bimbo Coles, Virginia Tech. Anthony Cook,
Arizona.
Kendall Gill, Illinois; Gerald Glass, Mississippi• Scott Hatiner, Evansville; Tom
Hammonds, Georgia Tech, Tim Hardaway,
Texas-E Paso.
Steve Henson, Kansas State; Tyrone"
Hill, Xavier, Ohio, Joe Hillman, Indiana; Ed
Horton, Iowa; Byron Irvin, Missouri; Danny
Jones. Wisconsin.
Jeff Lebo, North Carolina; Kirk Lee, Towson State, Mark Macon, Temple, Roy
Marble, Iowa. JEFF MARTIN, MURRAY
STATE

V v.
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?5,91
.
6
1t.4)0
.

'

;

Don MacLean, UCLA: Eric McLaughlin,
Akron; Rodney Monroe, North Carolina
State; John Morton, Seton Hall; Dyron Nix,
Tennessee, Gary Payton, Oregon State,
Elliott Perry, Memphis Slate.
Ramon Ramos, Sewn Hall; J.R. Reid,
North Carolina; Rumeal Robinson, Michigan; Kenny Sanders, George Mason;
Dwayne Schintzius, Florida
Brian Shorter, Pittsburgh, Michael Smith,
Brigham Young; John Tall, Marshall; Ste.
phen Thompson. Syracuse: by Vaught,
Michigan. Randy White, Louisiana Tech

National Invitation Tournament
St. Peters, 22-8, at Villanova, 16-15. 6:30
First Round
P m.
Wednesday, March 15
Akron, 21-7, at Oh•o State, 17-14, 7 p.m.
f_pfloeettve. -1-&-, ii; --I-„i---N -c-• -ehir, . -Neive-Oi•eaiis, 19-10, -at-Wmconst
rf,-17:1T,
17-1176:30 p.m.
7:05 p.m.
Mississippi, 15-14, at St. John's, 15-13,' Southern
20-13, at St. Louis, 23-9,
6:30 p.m.
p.m
MURRAY STATE 19-10, at Penn State,
Temple, 18-11, at Rchrrond, 20-9, 8•30
19-11, 6:30 D.11
P"
i

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

EARLY BUY
BEST BUY...
Special factory pricing and low finance rates make this the best time of

Sale Extended thru. March 31!
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Variable speed rear-engine
rider. Heavy-duty welded
steel frame.

IN A SMALL WAY.

Sale $99500
Bagger sold separately.

MODEL 220 10 HP
HYDRIVO,
Hydraulic
drive system, lift included.
Optional hydraulic powered
attachments include log
splitter, brush cutter, tiller &
collectors. 23 x 8.50-12 rear
tires.

$279500
Sale
MowerDeck
-117

Sharp's proven reliability. Copy quality. Operation ease. Plus
a feature-rich package usually found in bigger, more expensive
copiers. Now in Sharp's SF-7750 space-saver.
Most competitors have a movable top The SF-7750 top is stationary. So it takes less room and saves valuable office space.
It enlarges and reduces with 91 -step zoom copying, from 64% to
154% in 1% increments. Or 7 pre-set ratios. And with automatic
paper size/copy ratio selectors, you eliminate guesswork
You also get size-for-size copies of originals up to 11" x17,
3-way paper feed, and 5 color choices. So you'll do more, faster,
and get clean, crisp, colorful copies.
The Sharp SF-7750. The tradition continues

The tradition continues.

Rt. #4, Benton, KY

•

Included.

INI''

SHARP SF-7750

MODEL 114YT 14 HP

Versatile 6-speed transaxle
lets you match travel speed
to mowing conditions.
Heavy duty welded channel
frame. Maneuverable and
versatile.
11.1WW8S1r-

"
Sale $1695
"Plus Free Mower"

MODEL 448 18 HP
HYDRIVID, fingertip control
of speed and direction. 5 optional hydraulically powered
attachemnts. High clearance
32 x 8.00-16 rear tires. Power
lift standard.
$459500
le
Mower Deck Included.

'Ingersoll lhe now norne to say la 'Coe'Lawn•Gorden Troctors'

McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.

1-800-248-4319
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Copy Tech Co.
753-4141

GIRLS
Fultoiti
Marshalloco47611pliadtBR:a
rgridlgi°hnmmeamn

MODEL 80 XM 8 HP

COME SHARP pluoucTs-

Hwy. 641 N.

more than one company agency."'
901 Sycamore
753-8355

t "Your

David King

WE'VE GOT A BIG REPUTATION
TO UPHOLD,AND WE DID IT.

SHAR
P.
FROM smAntsiwips

Murray. Ky

!Fit

the year to invest In a premium quality Ingersoll riding mower or
tractor. Big selection, limited time offer

$695

OF MURRAY, INC.
(502)753-4961

Church softball...
The Murray-Calloway County Church Softball League will meet Tuesday, March 14 at 7 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church. All churches wishing
to field a team in the league are asked to have a representative present at
the meeting. For more information, contact Barry Rose at 753-6403.

served
5:00 to 8:00 p.m.

TOYOTA
515 S 12th

*bor.. • • •

New

arrangements for tickets must be made by calling Claire Benton or Bill
Rayburn at the ticket office at 762-4895.

,

The Insurance Center
of Murray
.

By DAVID RAMEY
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SCOREBOARD

Fulton, Marshall to meet in championship
Fulton County continued its
suprise trip through the First Region Girls' Basketball Tournament,
and Marshall County, as expected,
advanced to the finals after putting
away a pesky Ballard Memorial
team Monday night in Racer
Arena.
The Lady Pilots, 17-7, will need
all the Cinderella magic they can
get when they face the Lady Marshals, the state's tenth-ranked team
and winners of the last eight regional titles, tonight for the First
Region championship and the right
to advance to Frankfort next week
for the Girls' Sweet Sixteen.
Fulton County, who shot 18 percent in the opening round of the
tournament in an upset win over
Graves County, stunned Paducah
Tilghman 47-45, thanks in part to a
gutsy performance by Melissa
Shaw, who chased Tilghman's
Markie Copeland in a box-and-one
and also had 11 points on the night.
Marshall County came from a
one-point halftime deficit and used
a big third quarter to outlast Ballard Memorial. Kristie Walker led
the way for Marshall with 21
points and 13 rebounds to offset a
26 point, 14 rebound performance
by Lady Bomber Rita Bryars.
Kerrie Peck of Paducah Tilghman faces defensive pressure from Camiel Atwill of Fulton County's Lady
Fulton County 47
Pilots
during semifinal round competition in the First Region Girls' Tournament Monday night. Fulton
Tilghman 45
eliminated
Tilghman to meet eight-time defending champion Marshall County in tonight's championship
Fulton County slowed the Lady
round.
Staff photo by David Ramey
Tornado down, survived a scary
third quarter, and a Shaw score off well in the regionals
as we did in
six, and we're a better club when "Ballard had a little trouble doing
the glass in the final minutes gave the district. Maybe
we peaked a
we've got a little lead."
that."
the Lady Pilots the victory.
week early."
Walker's 21 was aided by 15
Beth knows Fulton has nothing
"We worked on what we wanted
Marshall County 61
from Alicia Sells and ten points to lose in facing the Lady Marsto achieve, and our game plan, and
Ballard Memorial 55
from Tammie Watkins. Sells also hals, and Miller would like to win
the girls went out and did the job,"
Marshall survived a somewhat had eight assists for the Lady some respect.
Fulton County coach Sam Miller lazy first half, then
bounced back
Marshals.
"People haven't given us much
said. "Our plan was to take Tilgh- with a strong third quarter
to hold
Chrystal
Holland
credit
had
all year," he said. "We've
eight
man out of their offense."
off a fired-up Ballard club.
points
for
Ballard
won
despite
17
ball games, but I guess that
fouling
The box-and-one limited CopeBallard took a 25-24 halftime out in the third quarter. Sophomore doesn't mean anything."
land to just six shots on goal. lead, ihanks in part to rebounding
April Kendrick came off the bench
Although the senior had 16 points, and free throw shooting. Marshall
PADUCAH TILGHMAN ..... 08 14 32 45
she had just three field goals as had two more field goals in the for Holland to toss in seven.
COUNTY
—
08 19 20 4.
7
Marshall now faces a Fulton FULTON
Tilghman (45) — Copeland 16, Peck 12, TayShaw and reserve Ginger George first half, but Ballard was 9-of-13 County team that
they haven't seen lor 7, Lowery 7, Ryan 2, Houser 1, Kirchott FG
chased her all night. Tilghman was from the line while Marshall was in seven years,
14/44, FT 14/25; 39 rebounds (Lowery 18), 12
when one of Beth's turnovers.
also hampered by foul trouble as 4-of-6. Ballard outrebounded
Fulton County (47) — Kinney 12, Shaw 11,
early teams got past Fulton in
Carletta Taylor, a major cog in the MCHS 23-12 in the first half.
Hams 9, Ch.Alwill 7, Ca.Atwill 5, Darnell 2,
overtime.
George. FG 18/54, FT 7/18; 37 rebounds (KinTilghman press and fast break, saw
The Marshall County press took
"I like the way they play," Beth ney 13), 8 turnovers.
limited playing time.
Records — Tilghman 21-7, Fulton County
its toll on Ballard in the second
said. "They get after you and put a 17-7.
Robbie Kinney led Fulton Coun- half, however, and a 13-point per- lot of
pressure on you."
ty with 12 points, followed by formance from Kristie Walker in
MEMORIAL ..... 10 25 37 55
Miller knows Marshall is going, BALLARD
MARSHALL COUNTY
08 24 41 61
Shaw's 11 and Cindy Harris with
the second half led the Lady Mars- to be a tough test.
Ballard Memorial (55) — Bryars 26, Holland
nine. Copeland's 16 was aided by
Kendrick 7, Blanks 6, Spraggs 8, Ballard 2,
hals to the win.
"We've got to shut the Walker 8,
Houston, k4cGuillion. FG 18/48, FT 17(27; 42
Kerrie Peck with 12 points and 16
"I thought our execution was girl down inside," Miller said. rebounds
(Bryars 14), 13 turnovers.
rebounds.
Marshall County (61) — Walker 21, Sells 15,
great in the fourth quarter," Lady "I've noticed they don't shoot the
Watkins 10, Case 7, Lee 4, Cadwell 4, Oliver,
"They outplayed us, no doubt
Marshal coach Howard Beth said. 3-pointer much."
Johnson. FG 22/50, FT 16/23: 30 rebounds
about it," Tilghman coach Clayton "We came out and put a lot of
(Walker
13), 8 turnovers.
"Offensively, we've got to get
Records — Ballard Memorial 19-9, Marshall
Hargrove said. "We didn't play as
pressure on them, and got out by the ball down the floor," he said. County
27-3.
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Material for this page was submitted by the administrathe staffs of the
Murray independent School District and the Cltlioway County Count
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger C Tunes. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approximate ratio
of students in each district. Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-433) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-289.3).
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Tiffany White, middle, is sharing a copy of her winning poster in the
Kentucky Educational Television 20th Anniversary Art Contest with
Whitney Morris, right. Rikki Ehlhardt, left, is holding a copy of the
February issue of the KET Program Guide which has a copy of
White's winning poster displayed inside. All three are in Jean Cooper's second grade class at Southwest Calloway Elementary. All students in Kentucky ranging from grades one through Else participated.
White won a $50 casings bond as her prize.

Nnita Burkeen's first graders at North Calloway Elementary hase
been studying about dinosaurs. The unit included children sharing
hooks and models of dinosaurs, films, making dinosaurs from clay
and, as a special treat, each child received a sugar cookie in the shape
of a stegosaurus. Pictured abose with their clay models are Michael
Roseman, Derek Doyle and Mitchell Reeder. Pictured below with
their dinosaur models are Deedra Hughes. Burkeen, Brian Adams,
Matthew Steen and Samatha Woodall,
Martha Fenton brought her violin to play for Jan Seargent's kindergarden students at Robertson Elementary during their study of the
letter "V". She played "Happy Birthday" for class member Anthony
Cogdell. Students pictured on the floor are Michael Lopez, Annissa
Harris, Cogdell, Michael Pasley, Larry Kirks and Dwight Rutledge.

.••••••41

"What are these ihings?" This is the question that was answered as
first graders at gorth Calloway read the story, "The Thing." The
children followed directions from the reading book and used their
imaginations to create these "Things." Pictured are Daniell Barnett,
Jonathan McClure, Mandy Jones and Ruth Hutchens.

Carter Elementary third graders welcome second graders to lunch.
This is an ongoing activity planned to promote student appreciation
of manners and social skills. The activity is in conjunction with the
mini-grant given by the Murray Independent Foundation for Excellence and is coordinated by school guidance counselor Mary Valentine. Students pictured are Nathan Hughes, David Crouch, Lauren
Miller, Anne Bligh Pickens and Ellen Chamberlain.

Students in Eleanor Miller's reading class at Southwest Elementary
School use following direction skills to make a "Valentine Mouse" box
for Valentine's Day. Students pictured are Leann Jones, Crystal Jetton, Ashley Bebber, Ryan Gray and James Murphey.

After reading the story "Es eryday Music." children in Shelia Nance's
second grade class at East Elementary made and demonstrated their
homemade musical instruments. Pictured in the front row are Whitney Joseph, Jessica Jenkins and Tiffany Rose. Pictured in the back
row are Kesin Cunningham, Shane Smith, Kesin Burcham and
Magan Fleetwood.

The physical education classes at Calloway Middle School are jumping rope in preparation for their "Jump Rope for Heart" fund raising
vent co-sponsored by the American Heart Fund. Students pictured
are, front, Leah Darnell; and in the background, Laura Luciano,
C'int Lee and Jamie Hughes.

:The Calloway County Board of Education has allocated $4,000 above
the regular library budget to improve research materials and replace
lost books. Librarian Nancy Jones and her aide Lea Berry are pictured processing some of the new books.

Gary Flickinger, General Manager of Ryan Milk, spoke to the Murray High School Future Business Leaders of America in celebration of
FBLA week. Pictured with Flickinger is Jennifer Brewer, FBLA
Chapter President.

Ima as.: 67

Seth Grogan, front, is hard at work on a poem to submit to the
National PTA Contest. In the background, Shane Burkeen and Josh
Herndon also work on poetry for the contest. These students are third
graders in Maxine Pool' room at East Elementary.

a13 ==.1111111NOWNW

Harriet Rorik, Murray High exchange student from Holland, spoke to
Mary Ann Carter's third graders at Carter Elementary about her
homeland. Rorik is living with Dr. Richard Crouch's family. Pictured
are David Crouch, Rorik and Chris Compton.

P.J. Chadwick is working on the video-switcher at Calloway County •
High's TV station, WCSD-TV 28. The communication department is ,
now in charge of broadcasting on two different cable systems. Larry
A. England is in charge of the department.
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Solutions for the problem
of opening a stuck drawer

; poster in the
Contest with
a copy of the
as a copy of
In Jean Coopitary. All stu! participated.

answered as
Thing." The
Id used their
niell Barnett,

By READER'S DIGEST
For AP New sfeatures
Everyone has experienced the
frustration of trying to open a stuck
drawer. Here are some solutions to
this annoying problem:
— If an overfilled drawer will
open a crack, insert a thin metal
ruler or knife blade into the top of
the drawer. Move it around to compress and rearrange the drawer's
contents. Or, if there are no dividers between the drawers, remove
the drawers below the stuck one
and tap the bottom of the stuck
drawer to shake down its contents.
— If all else fails, pry off the
back of the cabinet with a putty
knife. Tap the sides of the problem
drawer alternately to force it to the
front.
If overstuffing isn't the culprit,
high humidity might be. It can temporarily swell wooden drawers,
causing them to stick.
If this is the case, rub the runners, rails and sides of the drawer
with wax or talcum powder to
reduce friction. This problem may
disappear on its own in drier
weather.
A stuck drawer could also be the
result of a loose joint. If possible,
remove the drawers above and
below the offending one. Feel the
sides and bottom runners for loose
joints. Push drawer joints back into
place. Remove the drawer and glue
the damaged joint.
A drawer also could be stuck
because of a split bottom or bulging sides. To fix a split drawer bottom, glue a canvas strip across the
split to reinforce the bottom. On

the frame around the bottom, use
white glue, not nails, and clamp it
to hold the drawer together while
the glue dries.
Once you have the drawers out,
you may discover worn rails, worn
runners or worn guides, all of
which should be repaired.
Rails are the parts of the cabinet
on which the runners ride. If you
do not want to replace worn rails,
plane or sand them as smooth as
possible. Install plastic slide guides
on the rails or put stem bumpers
(plastic bottoms) on either the rails
or the runners. Both products are
available at hardware stores.
Runners are the parallel wooden
strips on the underside of the drawer. Sand or plane worn runners
flush with the bottom of the drawer. Cut new runners of hardwood,
with the grain parallel to the rail,
and glue them to the drawer. Let
the glue dry overnight, then sand
and wax the runners to help reduce
friction.
Guides are strips of wood that
are used to keep larger drawers
from wobbling. Worn guides can
be built up with shims — pieces of
wood either cut from a length of
very thin wood or peeled from a
block of wood with a chisel. Glue
the shims into place and sand the
edges flush.
If a drawer strikes the back panel
of the cabinet, glue a stop — a
small wood block or wedge — at
the end of each rail.
If a drawer tilts when you pull it
out, add kickers — strips of wood
nailed to the cabinet above each
drawer.

EN.'.Induste

Scotsman Industries Inc.

•Main activity: Design and
•Main activtly. Manufacture
manufacture of diesel and
and marketing of Wilding
"do-n•yourser
gasoline engines
including
products
•SW sales• $139 million
products
•Net Income: $129 million
•Net sale*: $429 million
•Income pm share: $1 85
•Net Income: $133 million
•Assets $899 million
•Income per share: $1 90
million
•Long-term debt: $48 million
$290
•Assets:
•LOng-terrn debt: $131 milkon •Shareholders' equity: $166

•Main activity: Manufacture
and marketing of refrigeration
products for the food-se-nos
industry
•Net sakes: $174 million
•Net Income: $14 3 million
•Income per snare: $1 17
•Assets: $121 million
•Long-term debt. $73 million
•Shareholders: equity: $107
million

'Pro tonna balance sheet figures assume each company became independent on Jan 1, 1 989: PIO
forma income figures assume each oompony bloom,independent on Jan 4 1988
Gnaw

Tips and applications
for the inexpensive
method of soldering

So it is important to choose the
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
right heating tool for the job.
Soldering is a simple and inexpen— A 25- to 50-watt soldering
sive way to join one metal surface
pencil with a small tip is best for
to another. It has many applicathe delicate parts and the wiring in
tions, among them sheet metal
small appliances.
work, electrical wiring and
411'
—
— Soldering irons come in a
jewelry-making.
CMCKvariety of wattages for larger jobs.
You'll need a tool to heat the
— A soldering gun operates with
work, equipment to clean the surfaces to be joined and, of course, a trigger and heats and cools quickthe solder — the "glue" that holds ly. An iron or gun of 240 to 325
2111.11.4Ne:
111111111
watts will handle most household
the joint together. Most solders are
soldering jobs.
mixtures of tin and lead. A solder
LIVING Rla
— A propane torch is best for
of 60 percent tin and 40 percent
21*. la.
big jobs such as joining pipes or
lead makes a strong bond. It is easy
sheet metal.
to work with but is relatively
OINIIII0 PM
130.125
You'll need cleaning tools such
expensive. A 50-50 solder is
as emery cloth, steel wool, a file
cheaper but not so easy to work
I ••••
•
„.,i.""
2 -CAP GARAGE
and a wire brush. You'll also need
with.
i . i•
is.. is.
.. 1. ,
The other substance used in sol- a stand to keep the hot soldering
KITCHEN
FOYE R" -14..„
tool from burning the work surface.
dering is flux. Flux is used to clean
41.121
Now, let's solder.
the metal surfaces that are to be
1. While the iron or gun is still
joined. It prevents the surfaces
from oxidizing when they are cold, file the tip until bright copper
BED RIO 2
heated and allows the molten sol- is exposed. Clean the tip with steel
PORCH
Is.•-IS°
wool. It cannot be too clean.
der to spread and penetrate more
2. Heat the iron until new rosinreadily. There are several types of
core solder just melts, then coat the
flux.
•
You'll need to choose the right tip with solder. Wipe off excess
solder and the right flux for the solder with a wad of clean, dry
rags. A smooth silver coating
metal you're joining:
should remain. The process is
— Aluminum: Special aluminum
called tinning. If the iron overheats
solder; special aluminum flux.
— Brass or bronze or copper: and the coating turns black, repeat
60-40 or 50-50 solder; rosin or acid
this process.
00
flux.
3. Use steel wool, emery cloth
— Electrical wiring: 60-40 sol- and alcohol or cleaning solvent to
remove all corrosion and film from
der; rosin flux.
— Galvanized metal, steel, tin, areas to be soldered. Do not touch
zinc: 60-40 or 50-50 solder; acid clean areas with your fingers.
4. Apply the proper flux to the
flux.
MASTER
— Stainless steel: 60-40 or cleaned areas with a brush or swab,
BED PM
15. • 10
50-50 solder; stainless steel flux. not your fingers. Skip this step if
you are using a flux-core solder.
— Silver: Silver solder; rosin or
5. Heat the iron to working
silver flux.
temperature. Hold the tip flat
There are various high THE LIVING ROOM OF THIS HOUSE has a rear wall made up ofsliding temperature solders that do not against the work. Heat the metal —
not the solder — preferably from
glass panels and windows which overlook an outdoor deck and garden. It also contain lead. Silver solder, for
below. The metal should be hot
has a cathedral ceiling and corner fireplace. Plan HA1512H has 1,286square feet example, is an alloy of silver, copenough to melt the solder and boil
on the first floor and 463 on the second. For more information write — enclosing per and tin. For high-temperature
away the flux.
a stamped,self-addressed envelope — to Homes for Living, 363 Seventh Ave., applications, use silver solder and
silver brazing flux.
6. Apply solder from above the
New York, NY 10001.
Be warned that acid flux is highheated metal so it melts and runs
ly corrosive. Avoid contact with
into the joint. Molten solder will
skin and eyes. Clean any residue automatically move toward the
from the work with alcohol or heat. Wash off excess flux.
Never use a lead-alloy solder on
commercial cleaners.
Proper heat is the key to success- any pipe or fitting that conducts
water or on any machines or utenthe tank lukewarm. Sometimes it roof. Some of the modern skylights ful soldering. Too little heat and
sils
that come in contact with food.
much
melt,
too
not
will
solder
the
overare very attractive and add to
can be halted merely by putting an
absorbent cover on the tank so the all appearance as well as furnishing heat and the solder will form a ball. Lead is a deadly poison.
moist air doesn't hitt, but you will extra light.
also have to cover any other part of
Q. — We soon will have some
the fixture that gets cold.
remodeling done to our house. We
Q.— I was told to place a tag on know about the necessity of getting
the main water valve to the house a permit but wonder what will hapso everyone will know where it is pen if a permit is not obtained. We
in case of emergency. But the only are afraid the building department
valve I can find is outside the wir notify other town authorities
house. It is partially underground and the assessment on our house
and it would be a tough job to turn will go up, increasing our taxes.
it off. In fact, it appears it cannot
A. — Yes, the information about
even be shut off without a special your remodeling will be passed
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450'
wrench. What do I do now?
Sale Ends
along to the proper authorities and
A. — You are correct. Some out- you may get an extra assessment
WEEKLY SPECIALS Monday
side valves require the use of a for tax purposes. But the results
special tool to keep them from can be a lot worse if you try to skip
being turned by a vandal. There the permit. There have been cases
must be a shutoff valve inside your where house owners have had to
house. It usually is located at the dismantle a piece of new construcpoint where there is a water meter tion because they neglected the
or where the main pipe enters the permit procedure. Many times the
house. Look again.
assessment is less than anticipated.
Q. — We are going to finish our
Even if it isn't, you have the right
attic soon and get the use of a couto appeal the new assessment figDelivery Extra
ple of extra bedrooms. It isn't very
ure. But all that is beside the
light up there now and we are conimportant point: doing the work
sidering having a dormer built on
without a permit is against the law.
one side. The price of the project
4'x8'
has scared us a little and we are (You can get a copy of Andy
Prefinished
wondering whether there is any
Lang's booklet, "Make Simple
Woodgrain
alternative. We don't need a dorPlumbing Repairs," by sending $1
Pegboard
mer for extra space, merely for
and a long, stamped, self-addressed
extra light. Any suggestions?
envelope to Know -How. P.O. Box
A. — Look into the possibility
477, Huntington, NY 11743. Quesof obtaining the needed light with
tions of general interest will be
one or two skylights built into the
answered in the columt9,yRE 919v,
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Schwitzer Inc.

•Shareholders equity: $894
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Levelers solve short table leg problems

t Elementary
Mouse" box
Crystal Jet-

ubmit to the
een and Josh
!nts are third

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I have taken up the kind of
woodworking that requires the use
of an electric routing machine. I
have a fairly small one and it
doesn't appear to be able to handle
the kind of deep grooves I intend
to make. Would it be a good idea
to use it until I get the knack of it
and then buy a larger one?
A. — Yes, but before you do
that, read the instructions very
carefully. There are certain tricks
to making deep cuts- even with a
small router. One of them involves
making a number of shallow passes. Others involve the use of certain accessories. After you become
skilled at making the deep cuts in
one or more of those ways, you can
think about purchasing a highpowered router that cuts much
deeper.
Q. — I have a table which wobbles
a bit because one of the legs seems
to be shorter than the others. I'm
thinking about adding some wood
putty or plastic wood to the bottom
of that leg, waiting until it hardens
and then sanding it off even with
the others. Will this work?
A — Yes, you can handle it that
way, but there are leg levelers that
will solve your problem. You simply turn the adjuster on the leveler
until the table doesn't wobble any
longer.
Q. — Many times over the years I
have replaced faucet washers to
stop leaks from the spout. Recently, the cold water faucet in our tub
started to leak. When I took off the

visible equipment to remove the
stem so I could replace the washer,
I found it recessed into the wall. Is
there some special way the stem
can be taken out and the washer
replaced? I would hate to chip
away at the wall to make room to
get a wrench in that space.
A. — The solution is simple.
Merely tell your problem to a hardware dealer and ask him to sell you
an extended socket wrench. This
will fit into the wall recess and
enable you to remove the bonnet
holding the stem in place. You then
change the washer the same way as
with an ordinary compression
faucet.
Q. — I have some plumbing work
to do and wonder whether I can use
a hacksaw to cut the pipe, which is
steel as far as I know.
A. — You can cut pipe with a
hacksaw, but it is a tedious job and
may not produce precision results.
You are better off -with a pipe cutter. If the pipe were copper, you
would use a similar tool called a
tube cutter.
Q. — Last summer the toilet tank
in our bathroom continually
sweated and caused puddles on the
floor. How can I stop that from
happening again?
A. - The water that forms on the
outside of the tank is condensation,
caused when warm, moist air settles on a cold surface. Condensation of that kind can be stopped by
insulating the inside of the tank so
the outside does not get cold. Or by
having a plumber put in a mixing
valve that will keep the water in
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LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

GAF Sentinal
Roofing

$1888

.......

$ 88

$2595

Driveway
Sealer

ila

l

Nil

ovray County
lepartment is
rstems. Larry

(Nintendo)
Machines & Games
Over 65 Different Games Including:
Castlevania II, Fighting Golf,
& Blades of Steel

Turbine
Vent

7 OCEANFRONT RESORTS

\\t

•Does not track
-Dries in 3 hrs.
.5 Gal. Pail

Galvanized
Corrugated Metal
Roofing $2575

$648

°Cear415GE
RI
EP"RTS,INC
2025 S ATL4M4TIC AVENUE, DAYTONA BEACH SHORES, FL 32018

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800474-7420

Vinyl Mobile
Home Skirting
BeetifiEl, durable and

Special
Weekend
Rates!

economical because
It's so easy to Install.
Vertical
••00
14'x70' KIT $

11111/111.1
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1st Round NIT
Murray State Racers vs. Penn State Nittany Lions
Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.
at State College Pennsylvania
1989 Murray State NIT Roster
12
15
22
23
24
30
32
33
40
42
44
50
54

Name
Jeff Robbins
Jeff Martin'
Mitch Cothran
Don Mann'
Terence Brooks
Paul King'
Donald Overstreet
Mike Land
Chris Ogden*
Linzie Foster'
Doug Gold
Steve Wendt
Popeye Jones

G
F
G
G
G
G
G
F
F
C
F
C
C

klii

yvi,

6-1
6-6
6-3
5-8
6-2
6-4
6-4
6-6
6-7
6-6
6-7
6-9
6-7

175
195
150
170
185
180
195
195
220
200
200
215
270

CI-Exp.
So.-1L
Sr.-3L
Fr.-HS
Sr.-3L
Sr.-1L
So.-IL
So.-RS
Jr.-JC
Jr.-2L
Sr.-1L
Jr.-2L
Jr.-JC
Fr.-HS

Hometown (High School/Junior College)
Muncie, Ind.(Southside)
Cherry Valley, Ark.(Cross Co.)
Benton, Ky.(Marshall Co.)
Dyersburg, Tenn.(Dyersburg)
Paris, Ky.(Lees JC)
St. Louis, Mo.(Webster Groves)
Paducah, Ky.(St. Mary)
French Lick, Ind.(Sullivan JC)
St. Louis, Mo.(Webster Groves)
St. Louis, Mo.(Jefferson College)
Flemingsburg, Ky.(Fleming Co.)
Albuquerque, N.M.(Eastern Arizona JC)
Dresden, Tenn.(Dresden)

Where Quality
Counts

Thornton Tile
& Marble
• 2 s..uth 9tt, St
INIhirrav KV 41071
/53 5/19

Open 8 00 to 4 30
Mon !Fru' Fri

'Probable starters
Experience is prior to the 1988-89 season.

Racers in the NIT
an we ry ar o give ern
the very best insurance protection and service we can provide
- the kind they expect and
deserve It you'd like to be one
of our V I P 's give us a can

Purdom Thurman
& McNutt Insurance
4c7 Maple Southside CI So

Game-By-Game Box Scores
March 5, 1980, Jacksonville, Fla
Jacksonville Coliseum

March 11, 198z Las Vegas, Nev.
Las Vegas Convention Center

MURRAY STATE (53)
Gary hooker 3-8 5-6 11, Glen Green 5-7 5-6 15, Allen Mann 3-8 0-1
0 Lamont Sleets 4-12 1.29, Jerry Smith 4-7 2-2 10, Michael Davis 0-1 0-0
0, Herman Boyd 0-0 0-00. Torre!! Hams 0-0 0-00, Michael Bates 0-1 0-0
0. Walt Davis 1-1 0-0 2 Totals 20-45 13-1753

MURRAY STATE (61)
Sammy Curran 0-0 0-00.Kenney Hammonds 2-5 1-25, Ricky Hood
4-10 3-4 11, Glen Green 4-10 2-4 10, Brian Stewart 9-17 1-5 19, Tony
Slaughter 3-8 2-8 8, Mike McKinney 0-00-00, Vada Martin 1-1 0-02, Walt
Davis 2-2 2-26, Rob Sanders 0-1 0-00 Totals 25-55 11-2561

JACKSONVILLE (49)
Mike Hackett 3-7 1-2 7. Singh Guram 0-20-00. James Ray 7-12 6-9 20,
Maunce Roulhac 5-12 3-4 13, Jimmy Martin 3-8 1-2 7. Phil Pansi 0-0 0-00,
Steve Tutson 1-7 0-0 2. Linwood Davis 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 19-48 11-1749

NEVADA-LAS VEGAS (87)
Sidney Green 5-10 3-3 13. Larry Anderson 9-17 2-3 20, Michael
Johnson 0-2 2-2 2, Richard Box 5-11 2-2 12, Danny Tarkanian 2-3 0-24,
Leroy Byrd 0-0 0-1 0, Dwayne Polee 8-11 6-922, Ken Lyles 1-1 2-2 4, Richie
Adams 3-6 2-3 8, Ed Pawlak 1-1 0-02 Totals 34-62 19-27 87.

753-4451

lialftime-JU 19, MSU 16 Rebounds-MSU 33 (Green 8). JU 29
(Ray 7) Assists-MU 3(Hooker 2), JL' 4 (Roulhac 2) Fouled out-none
Total fouls-MSU 14, IC 16 Techmcals-none Attendance-6,421

March 10, 1980, Tuscakxna,
Memorial Coliseum
URRAY STATE (70)
Gary Hooker 9-9 3-4 21, Glen Green 4-11 2-2 10. Allen Mann 2-5 00 4, Lamont Sleets 7-14 11-15 25, Jerry Smith 2-3 6-6 10, Michael Davis 00 0-0 0. Walt Davis 0-1 0-2 0 Totals 24.4322.29 70

KEY
AUTO PARTS

AlABAMA (62)
Eddie Phillips 6-8 2-3 14, Ken Johnson 8-14 1-3 17, Phillip Lockett 12 0-0 2, Robe n Scott 5-10 2-4 12, Mike Davis 3-8 2-28. Eddie Adams 4-9 129, Cliff Windham 0-1 0-00, Vance Wheeler 0-00-00 Totals 27-52 8-1462
Halftime-CA 32, MSL 31 Rebounds-MSU 26 (Green, Mann,
Sleets(i) LA 29(Phillips 10) Assists-MSU 7(Green 3). CA 15(Scott 5)
Fouled out-Scott.Adams Total fouls-MSU 14,LA 21 Technicals-none
Attendance-6,812

March 13, 1980, Champaign, 171..
Assernb4,flail

Groceries
r Hot 'n Cold Deli

Cigarettes
1<1 Kerosene

0

Try Our NEW
Car Wash!

Shell

12th & Chestnut

Halftime-MSU 32, UNLV 31 Rebounds-MSU 23(Hammonds 7).
UNLV 57 (Box 15) Assats-MSU 9 (Stewart, Davis, Hammonds 2).
UNLV 21 (Tarkanian 10) Fouled out-none Total fouls-MSu 24, UNLV
24 Technicals-MSU coach Greene Attendance-6,200

March 17, 198.3, Murray, Ky.
Raw Arena
WAKE FOREST (87)
Abets Rogers 3-54-5 10 John Toms 5-8 3-4 13, Anthony Teachey 6-8
1-2 13, Delaney Rudd 9-19 0-0 18, Danny Young 5-9 7-9 17, Kenny Green
6-8 4-7 16, Lee Garber 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 34-57 19-27 87.
MURRAY STATE (IA)
Sammy Curran 2-4 0-0 4. Walt Davis 2-4 1-25, Ricky Hood 10-14 3723, Lamont Sleets 7-16 2-2 16, Glen Green 8-19 1-2 17, Brian Stewart 120-1 2, David Youngblood 3-61-27, Craig Jones 1-1 0-0 2, Derek Lindauer
2-3 0-0 4 Totals 36-69, 8-16 80
Halftime-WFU 38, MSU 32. Rebounds-WFU 32 (Teachey 15).
MSU 36(Hood 15). Assists-Yin; (Rudd 5), MSU 21(Green 6) Fouled
out-Rogers Total fouls-WFU 18, MSU 21. Technicals-none
Attendance-5,550

MURRAY STATE (63)
Glen Green 2-4, 3-4 7. Gary Hooker 5-15 9-11 19, Allen Mann 4-5 56 13, Jerry Smith 4-12 2-2 10. Lamont Sleets 3-10 0-0 6. Walt Davis 2-3 2-2
6 Torrell Hams 1-1 0-02. Michael Bates 0-1 0-00, Herman Boyd 0-0 0-0
U. Michael I)ans 1 0-00 Totals 21-52 21-25 63

Hot.

Tr..v •1 Colisuitants

I'att'
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ILLINOIS (65)
Eddie 'Johnson 4-15 1-59, Mark Smith 6-70-2 12, Derek Holcomb 35 0-0 6. Perry Range 6-8 4-6 16, Reno Gray 8-14 0-116, Neil Bresnahan 13 0-0 2 James Griffin 1-5 1-22. Rob Judson 1-2 0-0 2, Levi Cobb 0-0 0-0 0
Totals 30-59 5-14 65
Halftime-IA 34, MSU 31 Rebounds-MSU 37 (Hooker 8), Ul 34
(Johnson, Holcomb 6) Assists-MSU 10(Green,Sleeu 3), Cl 20(Gray 8)
Fouled out-Sleets, Holcomb Total fouls-MSU 20, Cl 20 Technicalsnone At te ndance-15,070

First Time Around

Rt. 8, Box 91 753-3412
Murray (Next to Ryan MAI

McNutt
Motor
'Sales, Inc.
Pre-Owned Cars

700 Main

759-1839

Wednesday night's game marks the first meeting between Murray State and Penn State on the hardwood. However, the Racers are no strangers to eastern teams.
MSU has played four members of the Atlantic-10 and
has compiled a 3-4 record in those encounters. The breakdowns are; Duquesne 0-1, Rhode Island 1-0,St. Bonaventure
1-3, and St. Joseph's 1-0.
Murray State and Penn State also have been in the same
NIT field before, as well, back in 1980. That was the year Ron
Greene took his Racers from a 4-22 season the year before to
a 23-8 record, the MT quarterfinals, and the designation of
"NCAA Comeback Team of the Year "

1989 National Invitation
Tournament Pairings
Wednesday. March 15
Murray State at Penn State
Southern Illinois at Saint Louis
Mississippi at Saint John's
New Orleans at Wisconsin
Connecticut at North Carolina-Charlotte
Saint Peter's at Villanova
Akron at Ohio State
Temple at Richmond
Friday. March 17
Boise State at Oklahoma State

Thursday. March 16
Kent State at Michigan State
California-Santa Barbara at
Wichita State
Hawaii at California
California-Santa Barbara at
New Mexico
Georgia Southern at
Alabama-Birmingham
Pepperdine at New Mexico State
Arkansas State at Nebraska

$1800wk
Owners Tommy Mohon
Donnie Winchester

759-1026
Corner of 4th & Poplar

McClard's
001 Main

St.
Night:
763-1234 or
733-122S

szt
Over 3,500 Movies In Stock,

Before the game stop
by for a visit with
Ron & Joyce Sallin
and the crew at

Here at West Main Chevron our
customer is what's important to
us. and that means service is our 111
priority. We're here to please you
with prompt, courteous and helpful
service.

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
Ownor: Calvin Clark
1417 Main St.
(Jost across from Sparks Hall)

753-2593
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Weis joins university faculty
Roger M. Weis, formerly of
Virginia Beach, Va,, has assumed new responsibilities as
campus director of the American
Humanics program at Murray
State University.

He succeeds Phil Jachowicz,
who left in December to become
vice president of the national
Amencan Humanics organization
in Kansas City, Mo.
Weis, a native of West Vir-

Dean)

By Abigail
Van Buren

ality

Friend Who's Feeling Guilty
Should Shut Up, Not Open Up

Tile

It was indescribably romantic. It
happened.
The guilt didn't set in until the
next morning, but I would have died
before I confessed this sin to my
best friend.
Today, they are happily married
and so am I. It would have been
selfish and cruel of me to tell her.
I was also cheated on. I married
a wonderful man whom I loved with
all my heart. You cannot imagine
the hurt I felt when a good friend of
mine came to me and confessed that
DEAR ABBY: "Feeling Rotten" she had had a short affair with my
should keep her mouth shut. When husband. I forgave him. But I never
I was young, I found out that my forgave her.
TORONTO SUN READER
best friend's fiance was cheating on
her (not with me). I did what I
thought was right — I told her. She
DEAR ABBY: Regarding "Feelconfronted him, and he denied ing Rotten," who slept with her best
everything. She chose to believe friend's live-in boyfriend and is now
him. That ended our friendship. By wondering if she should confess to
the way, she married him, and they her friend and risk losing her
are now happily married grand friendship: Give me a break! If she
parents. Maybe I should have had really been a friend, she would
minded my own business.
have kicked that two-timing loser
NOSY IN NEWARK out of her bedroom. To have "let
him" — regardless of how hard up
DEAR ABBY: When my husband and lonely she was — was inexcuswas in Vietnam, the husbands of able. If she has an ounce of decency
two of my best friends propositioned in her, she will stay out of this
me. I turned them down and never friend's life, and keep her mouth
said a word to their wives or shut.
MAZOOK IN NOE VALLEY
anybody else. We are still good
friends. What would have been
DEAR ABBY: I had a problem
gained by telling? I didn't lie — I
similar to "Feeling Rotten's": My
just kept my mouth shut.
CINCINNATI LADY best friend, who also had a live-in
boyfriend, had a party at their
house. I got a little intoxicated, and
DEAR ABBY: I have been on they let me sleep in their spare room
both sides of this situation, and I so I wouldn't have to drive home.
know from experience it's best to Well, at 3 a.m., I was awakened by
keep quiet. A few years ago, I visited the boyfriend as he started to climb
my best friend and her husband in into my bed. I told him to get out or
Hawaii. I was not married at the I would scream! He left and I quietly
time. One night after a party cruise, dressed and drove home.
unusual circumstances brought her
MUM'S THE WORD
husband and me alone together on
IN MINNEAPOLIS
a beautiful beach under a full moon.

DEAR READERS: While
"Feeling Rotten" was the
houseguest of her best friend,
who had a live-in lover, "F.R."
was awakened in the middle of
the night by the lover, who
wanted sex. He got it, and that's
why "Feeling Rotten" is feeling
rotten. She asked,"Should I tell
my best friend?" In yesterday's
column were letters saying,
"Yes, tell." Today, we have the
"don't-tells." Read on:
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ginia, served as executive director of the Leukemia Society of
America for Virginia andWest
Virginia and as a career counselor at Tidewater Community
College before accepting the position at Murray State.
His experience also includes
nine years of experience as a director and program director with
the Boys Clubs of America in
Virginia Beach and Norfolk, Va.
Weis earned the B.A. degree in
philosophy and sociology and
the M.A. degree in counseling at
Marshall University in Huntington, W. Va.
He is married to the former
Stefani Glover of Whiteland,
Ind., and they have a son Clint,
15.
The American Humanics program provides education for college students seeking careers
with the nation's youth and human service agencies. American
Humanics operates as a consortium of more than 11 of America's most respected youth and
community service agencies.
Murray State offers a minor in
youth and human service
administration and is one of only
15 colleges and universities
across the country which makes
the American Humanics program
available to its students.
Weis said many American
Humanics students at Murray
State use the program as a
springboard to launch careers
with such agencies as the
YMCA, Red Cross, Boys and
Girls Clubs, Junior Achievement, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts
and others.
"Students in American Humanics at Murray State are well
known for their campus and
community service involvement," he noted. "They initiated
both the Collegiate YMCA program, the College Day for elementary school children and the
tutorial program at Murray Middle School."
Membership in the American
Humanics Student Association at
Murray State has consistently
been one of the largest in the nation since 1983.
Other aspects of the program
include an annual fall retreat,
trips, workshops, resume and
interview preparation, and career
placement services.

Members of the Murray Ledger & Times advertising staff talk with Murray Tourism Commission members Anne Adams (with paper) and Stan Key about the Commission's new Visitor's Guide set for publitation in mid-April. The Guide is designed to let visitors know about the wide range of activities offered by
the Murray area. Pictured from left are Barb Paytes, Key, Fran Faith, Adams, Mary Ann Orr (standing,
and Angie Herndon.

Eastern's pay offer unsatisfactory
MIAMI(AP) — Eastern Airlines
imposed a cut-rate pay package on
Machinists workers Monday that
gives them far less than the wages
that prompted a 9-day-old strike,
and makes the airline the lowest
paying of all major carriers.
"I think it's obvious they don't
want anybody to come back to
work," Wally Haber, a general
chairman for the Machinists union,
said of the new pay scale, which
applies to union workers who cross
picket lines as well as new hires.
But Eastern continued to display
its resolve to fly, renewing more
routes as part of a gradual rebuilding that centers on Latin American
service and cheap Northeast shuttle
flights.
Some Wall Street analysts said
Eastern appears likely to expand its
off-price fare strategy, which was
so successful last weekend that
hundreds of people were stranded
in airports when they couldn't get
aboard packed Eastern shuffle
flights.
At Miami International Airport,
people lined up Monday to buy
tickets instead of demand refunds,
and the company reported steadily
indfeasing sales. The company has
recalled about 100 employees,

mostly reservations agents, who
were laid off one week ago when
Eastern cut back to 1,500
employees.
Eastern, which on March 9 filed
for federal bankruptcy reorganization,' operated 75 flights Sunday
and aimed for 85 Monday.
The company resumed jetliner
service between Miami and New
York, Montreal and San Juan,
Puerto Rico. Eastern also has
renewed service on 13 Latin
American rtes since the strike
began March 4.
Eastern had planned to resume
jetliner service between Boston and
Washington on Monday but
delayed that until Thursday. Company spokesman Robin Match l said
the company had "to call an
audible."
The Air Line Pilots Association,
meeting in Washington in national
executive session to discuss strike
benefits for Eastern members, ridiculed the company's credibility and
its service plans.
"We believe they will be significantly hampered in ever reaching
these stated goals because they
don't have the pilots," Eastern
pilots spokesman Ron Cole said in
Miami.

The pilots union estimated ttrai
by Sunday, Eastern was flying mil)
3.5 percent of its pre-strike sci
dule of 1,040 daily flights.
The pilots union also charg!
Eastern "betrayed its trust to tilL
flying public" by leaving about
550 passengers at airports in Boston, New York and Washington
over the weekend. Cole said the
shuttle service previously has had
backup flights available to guarantee a seat to every customer.
Eastern spokesman James Ashlock said all those left in the airports overnight were moved out
Monday morning.
Eastern flew about 30,000 pc pie during three days of $12 bargain fares, which Monday went op.
to $49, still less than half the normal $99 weekday fare.
Eastern insisted its advertise
ments made clear the shuttle flight,
were on a first-come, first-serve
basis and said it flew 62 flights
Sunday', five more than usual on a
weekend.
Meanwhile, the company filed
for injunctive relief in the U.S.
11th Circuit Court of Appeals. No
timetable was set for hearing Eastern's argument, rejected last week
by a Miami federal judge, that th.:i
pilots' "walkout is illegal.
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Stay In Florida On Us!
With Purchase of any 12 hp Snapper Rider or Lawn Tractor
During the Month of March,
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Includes Four Days and Three
Nights of...
'Deluxe Accommodations at The Hilton
Inn Florida Center, The Hilton Inn
Gateway or the Altamonte Springs Hilton for
Two Adults 'Welcome Split of Champagne • First Morning Continental Breakfast for Two 'Discount Coupons for
Shows. Restaurants and Attractions'Two
All-Day Adult Walt Disney World Passports (Choice of Magic Kingdom or
EPCOT Center) 'Children Occupying
Some Room as Parents Stay Free 'Complimentary Greens Fees w/cort rental at
_Orlando's Rosemont Country Club
America's Vacation Paradise,Orlando,is
home of World Famous Watt Disney
World and EPCOT Center as well as
being conveniently located near Sea
World, Cypress Gardens, Circus World.
Silver Springs, Cape Canaveral and of
course Florida's shimmering white
beaches...
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1200 Rolls
Border
3000 Rolls
Wallcovering
In Stock!

$2"
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Ask About Snap-Credit With Low Monthly Payments.
Join The Millions Of Satisfied Snapper Users.
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Murray Home & Auto

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:30
Sat. 7:30-5-00

Clark
St.

'Irks Hall)

,
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r•-4-••4'`

Phone

It's Famous For A Reason: QUALITY,
•Beautiful, scrubbable flat finish
'Variety of popular colors

$6.00
Durable Enamel Beauty For Walls and
Trim!
•Resists did, grease, moisture
'Applies easily, dries quickly

Black's Decorating Center

*

753.2571

701 South 4th

Murray

753-0839
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Swallowing air can cause bloating
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT My mother's
stomach swells up noticeably after
eating raw foods What causes this/
DEAR READER Bloating after
meals is usually due to air-swallowing People who eat a lot of roughage
or who wear dentures and fail to chew
their food thoroughly tend inadvertently to swallow air when eating

This harmless annoyance can be corrected by avoiding air-swallowing
by not gulping food and taking more
care in swallowing
Sometimes, upper gastrointestinal
ailments, such as peptic ulcer, gall
bladder disease and hiatal hernia can
contribute to bloating because of improper digestion Therefore, 1 believe
your mother should see a doctor for a
diagnosis

Your Individual
Horoscope
FraacesDnIte
FOR WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15, 1989
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
Save some tune for reading and
correspondence. You have good
insights now about family concerns,
but may be slightly disappointed
about a career matter today
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 201
Fit
The lack of feedback from an
adviser may be distressing today, but
talks with both partners and friends
go very well. Travel plans are difficult
to finalize now
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
It's a great day for making money,
but perhaps a poor one for investmerits and raising capital. Partners
may not be in agreement about the
use of joint assets.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
PiE
A partner may seem indifferent or
self preoccupied today. Still, a fun
invitation should arrive now. A meeting with an adviser gives you a new
perspective.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
The work load may be heavy today
and you may not be up for socializing
now You may be bored with routine,
though you will find a research or
study project thought provoking.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
Today could bring you a problem
with one of your children, and if
single, you may have doubts now
about a relationship. Dealings with
friends, however, are highly favored.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
et
Family problems may take up more
of your time than anticipated, yet you
will still make career gains today
You'll be pleased with the results of a
meeting with a higher-up

ONE ;IrviER WILL MEAN
A FA5T BALL ANC, TWO
FINGERS A CL/fZ\,E

SCORPIO
(Oct 23 to Nov. 21)
Travel plans may have to be
modified now Don't let someone's
indifference burst your balloon.
You're on the right track with your
ideas despite apparent indications to
the contrary.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Though you'll come up with
money-making ideas today, it's a poor
time to present them to others. You'll
want to do further research now on
an investment proposition
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
It's more than worth your while to
listen to what others have to say now.
Don't inadvertently shut out a close
tie. Just reach out and the help you
need will be there
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
It's a day of intermittent progress
on the job for you. You get along fine
with those with whom you work, yet
you may have your hands full with an
assignment.
PISCES
mew
(Feb_ 1) to Mar 20)
maw
You may feel disappointed in a
friend today and you just might have
a better tune on your own than in the
company of others right now. Seek
relaxation
YOU BORN TODAY are drawn to
large enterprises and public service.
You may have administrative talents
and are interested in helping out the
underdog. Often, you're drawn to a
career in politics. You need a home to
be happy and sometimes are found in
businesses allied to the arts. Medicine, law, and education are other
vocations in which you'll find fulfillment_ Birthdate of: Andrew Jackson,
military leader and politician, George
Brent., actor; and Marjorie Merriweather Post, philanthropist

WHAT ABOUT
Ti-iREE FINGER'S
'

Ti4REE ;446ER5 1.4)11.., MEAN
LET EM ‘.4 T iT AND i.A„'E'LL
ALL 60 HOME

DEAR DR G(YTT Three years ago
I went on a long car trip At the end, I
noticed a pain in my hind end It got
worse and now is incredibly painful
It's in the middle of my left buttock
I've been on Percodan for three years
I've had shots, X-rays, acupuncture
and chiropractic treatment
DEAR READER There are several possible causes for intractable
rear-end pain following injury or prolonged sitting rectal or anal infection, hip arthritis, sciatica and coccygodynta, to mention a few
I assume from your comments that
these possibilities have been investigated by appropriate medical practitioners Coccygfxlynia (chronic pain
in or near the tailbone) is a poorly understood phenomenon of unknown
cause It can be a real problem because it is difficult to diagnose and
treatment with drugs and injections is
usually ineffective. Sometimes muscle-relaxing tranquilizers help the
pain Sciatica, buttock pain from a
pinched nerve in the back, is treatable
under medical supervision
Percodan, an addicting narcotic, is
rarely an appropriate solution to this
affliction I think you should be examined by a gastroenterologist to make
sure that your lower colon is not contributing to your pain. If no cause is
discovered, you might be helped by a
referral to a pain clinic.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband, 81,
has lost 20 pounds in the last three
months. He doesn't digest his food and
often vomits after eating. The doctor
says he has a growth on his kidney and
gave him Zantac Is there something
he can take to get his kidneys to filter
better'
DEAR READER. I am confused
about the reason your husband was
given Zantac, an anti-ulcer compound An ulcer could certainly cause
the kind of digestive disturbances he
is experiencing, but if he has an ulcer,
the situation should have resolved
promptly
The kidney growth is a real red
flag This should be investigated. I'd
want to know what the growth is and
whether it is contributing to the
problem
For example, certain kidney tumors are associated with weight loss
and vomiting. I suggest you ask that
your husband be referred to a kidney
specialist for a second opinion. This
may make the situation clearer.

CLASSIFIEDS
060
Help

UNITED STATES DISTRICT
COURT WESTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY AT
UNITED
PADUCAH,
STATES OF AMERICA,
PLAINTIFF vs. REAL PROPERTY LOCATED ON THE
CHARLIE MILLER ROAD
APPROXIMATELY 1/3 MILE
WEST OF U.S. 641 NEAR
CALLOWAY
ALMO
KENTUCKY,
COUNI/r1,
OWNED BY LEWIS AND
REBECCA DUNCAN, DE
FENDANT. CIVIL ACTION
NO. C88-0318P(J). PUBLIC
NOTICE
Pursuant to • Warrant of
Arrest of Property issued in
the above-entitled cause, I
did, on January 5, 1989, seize
from Lewis and Rebecca Duncan, the following: REAL
PROPERTY LOCATED ON
THE CHARLIE MILLER
ROAD APPROXIMATELY 1/
3 MILE WEST OF US. 641
NEAR ALMO, CALLOWAY
KENTUCKY,
COUNTY,
OWNED BY LEWIS AND
REBECCA DUNCAN.
Pursuant to Rule C of Supplemental Rules of Civil Procedure, I hereby give notice
generally unto all persons
having or claiming to have
any nght, title, or interest in
the foregoing described article(s)that they must file their
claims with the Clerk of this
Court within ten (10) days
after the date of this notice, or
within such additional time
as may be allowed by the
Court, and must serve their
answers to the Complaint
within twenty (20) days after
the filing of their claims All
claims filed shall comply with
the requirements of Paragraph (6) of said Rule C. JUDITH A. FERRY FOR
RALPH L HOLING UNITED
STATES MARSHAL Western
District of Kentucky, Published: February 28, March 7,
and 14, 1989.
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Olympic Plaza
Murray, KY

753-1300
TUXEDOS
& Accessories
IN

STOCK

MHS & CCHS
place tux order
early for discount

MEDICARE
INFORMATION

OPEN now on Saturdays at
10a m New Concord Family Hair Station Please call
for your appointment
436-2714

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 26th Year"

NOIICe
Le

BASEBALL
CARDS!
759-4436

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video tape
$3.50 per 50 ft. reel, tape
included Also, slides, negatives and photographs
Free pick-up and dele(ery.
Call Donna Darnell, Video
Production Specialties
759-9246

BE CRAZY TO A5k
ABOUT FOUR FINGERS

Carolyn's
Corner
Specializing in
Top Quality
Used Furniture
G iftware
Silk Flowers
Brinn & Dynasty
Collectible
Dolls
New Shipment
of
Lamp Shades

A

753-9234
Just Arrived
Floppy Easter
Baskets
"Agnes! It's that heavy, chewing sound again!"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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STRETCHED OUT
WHEN THEY
SLEPT
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ACROSS
1 Congregation
5 Region
9 Underworld
god
12 Toward
shelter
13 "— Window"
14 Collection
of facts
15 Delight
17 Tantalum
symbol
18 Edible seed
19 Streisand
film
21 Sufferer
from
Hanson's
disease
23 Substantial
27 Tellurium
symbol
28 Tardier
29 Wonderment
31 Knock
34 Pronoun
35 Prophetess

38 Negative
39 Greek letter
41 Still
42 Measured
duration of
44 Note of scale
46 Young hares
48 Roadside
hotel
51 Expired
52 Anger
53 Part of
"to be"
55 Stings
59 Vehicle
60 Huge
62 Harvest
63 Abstract
being
64 Solo
65 Antitoxins
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Lost
And Found
LOST Female, spotted
Feist, l'/i years old, answers to 'Pebbles Lost in
the Cherry Corner, Pottertown area 436-5643
060
Help
Wanted
ACT in TV commercials. No
experience All ages Children, teens, young adults,
families, etc. High pay TV
advertising Call for casting
information Charm Studios. (313) 542-8400 Ext.
2614
Behr's
Women's Apparel

vaCxER,

•••

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Mk* s Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St Murray

1989

For Less At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1953 Camaro $231 43mo •
Call Gene at 753 2617
Plus T31. Title &
License
48 Mo Closed End Lease

020

GLASS Work for autos,
homes businesses Auto
glass, plate glass, store
fronts and entrances installed Window glass, insulated glass, clear, tinted
and safety glass Plus
glass table tops, mirrors,
plain edge, beveled,
framed Also storm doors
and windows and patio
door glass replaced Store
hxtures display cases All
at M & G Complete Glass
Co
Dixieland Center,
Phone 502-753-0180

Personals
SWEATSHIRTS! Swea
ANYONE
can apply! Guar
shirts! Sweatshirtsl- New
shipment long and short anteed Visa/MC, US
sleeve just arrived at charge Even with bad creLynda's Pretty Punch dit No one refused. Call
Shop, 2 miles west of Hazel (213)925-9906 ext U 1323.
on State Line Road 893 SUCCESSFUL Diet You
Have adult sizes starting at bet, for me now for you.
$5, Small to XXXLarge, and Easy paced Lifetime re$3 children's sizes Also sults $5. Tom Miles, Box
have all Punch Embroidery 6698, Las Cruces, NM
supplies and will take cus- 88006
tom orders 492-8580

Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible. You will
be required to pay
even more of the bill.
In fact, if you go to the
hospital. You or your
Insurance will have to
pay the first 6560.00
before Medicare pays
anything. For free Information call:

-
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Nodes

Nona

ULAN

EiEg i Ns
5 Rugged
mountain
crest
6 Note of scale
7 Dine
8 Sea in Asia
9 Spruce
10 Arrow poison

11 District in
Germany
16 Four-wheeled
1 Chart
carriage
2 Everyone
20 Began
3 Diocese
22 Latin
4 Spiritualist's
conjunction
meetings
23 Hint
24 Kiln
10
11
9
8
7
8
5
3
4
2
1
25 Niton symbol
26 Ram's mate
14
12
13UUU
30 High regard
32 Dillseed
17
15
1611 33 Seed
MI
containers
21 22
20
19
38 Lamprey
37 In India,
27
26
native chiefs
kill 24 25
40 Changes
31
32 li
30
43 Myself
29
26
45 Diphthong
47 Long view
38
34
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48 "Three Blind
—
43
42
39
41
40
49 Algerian
seaport
47
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50 Volcanic
'1111.1
emanation
54
spa
56 Female ruff
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57 Sailor:
52 11
colloq
Milli
62
ill
58 Health
WI
SS
resort
61 Yes, in
Acapulco
DOWN
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Applications are being accepted for the
position of night
manager. Previous
retail
experience
preferred. Excellent
benefits. Liberal discount program.
Apply in person:

Behr's
Central Shopping
Center
Murray, Ky.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Wanted

Pay LOIS
MUGS
Pay Less Drugs is now
accepting applications
for Pharmacists for our
Murray, Kentucky store
Competitive starting
salary, excellent fringe
benefits No phone
calls Send resume to
Paducah, KY 42001,
Attn Lonnie Griffin

WANTED Medical office
assistant Typing, filing,
dictation and reception
skills required Word processing helpful Send resume to P0 Box 1040-H,
Murray. Ky
WANTED Shipping/ sales
person for progressive,
high performance ATV'
company Must have working knowledge of ATV components Salary based on
experience Contact Moto
Fast(502)527-8553
WORK AT HOME! Earn up
to $300 a dayl People call
you! 1-615-859-6315 Ext
L-11 or 1-615-851-6439
Ext. L-11 No calls after
8p.m.

090
Situation
Wanted
ARE YOU TIRED of clean
ing all weekend! I II do it
Mon-Fri Have references
753-4339

Business
Opportunity
TURN-KEY BUSINESS
handling Frito-Lay. Nabisco, Mars, Juice Bowl,
Campbells and similar food
products Servicing company secured locatIons
National figures show average gross earnings of
$27,040.00 per year Requires approximately 8
hours per week You will
need $10,000 00 cash and
up for equipment. Call
1-800-334-0854, Ext 515,
anytime day or night &
Sundays
110
Instruction

fr

LEARN TO DRIVE

TRACTOR-TRAILER
•••••fter
40-)
•DDT Cortlficaraora
•Gool or pen iorne
heir.°
•Neoerrore Dop.
••IniencY AY)
A volieble

ALLIANCE
ATTENTION- Hiring! Government Jobs- your area
Many immediate openings
without waiting list or test
$17,840-$69,485 Call
1-602-838-8885 Ext R684
BONUS INCOME Earn
$200-$500 weekly. Mailing
1989 travel brochures. For
more information send
stamped envelope to. INC.,
P0 Box 2139, Miami, FL
33261.
DID Christmas get you behind? Sell Avon products!
Be your own boss. Work
your own hours, full or parttime Earn up to 50%! Call
today 753-0171

1INII
iiNlU

TRACTOO-TRAJLER
TRANING CENTERS
LEBANON,731
Cell Toe Free

1.800-334-1203

• AIRLINES
•CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES

HOME STUDY/RES TRAINING
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
•i06 PlAaking ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728
A C T TRAVEL SCHOOL
BomDano Bch F

Nat'l HOcins

GOVERNMENT Jobs!
$18,037 to $69,405 Immediate hiring' Your area. Call
(Refundable)
1-518-459-3611 Ext F973
for federal list 24 hours
GOVERNMENT Jobs! Now
hiring this area! $10,213 to
$75,473. Immediate openings! Call (Refundable)
1-315-733-6062 Ext
SF2558.
NEED extra cash? Parttime help needed Set your
own hours $5 per hour plus
commission. Call
1-800-292-6568

•SECRETARY
•EXECuTivE SEC.
•WORD PROCESSOR
How sTuov ows, TNAJNING
'FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
408 FLACIMENT ASSIST
1 -800-327-7728
THE HART SCHOOL
•ON. of /LC T Coop

Nsn. Nees. Forayer.° Sera

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life Insurance, IRA, Major Medical, Medicare
Supplement or Nursing Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several companies to give you the best possible
rate and benefits and deliver the
information to you at your home. If
you decide to buy a policy from us,
we also give you free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but when
you need service, all you have to do
is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

•;1,7 7-711Toolosaleile
3 ••••„
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Situation
Wanted

Articles
For Sale

WILL care for sick or elderly
FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
OFFICE equipment, desks,
and do light housework
removal Free estimate
chairs, file cabinets, tables,
day or night 759-4171 Of
436-2562, 436-2758
typewriters, show cases
753-0785 Call anytime
shelving, water coolers, GO cans, go carts go carts'
WILL sit with the elderly
plus much more See Many 5 HP single and double
sick Experienced and re- Futreff at South 4th 84 Elm seats Keith's Lawn & Trac
ferences 753-4590 Call Streets or call 753-7668 tor Center, Industrial Road
for more information
days or 753-2394 nights
Call 759-9831
155

140

Want
To Buy

Appliances

BUYING aluminum cans WASHER and dryer: $18
50c & 550 lb., battery, per week, rent to own Moscrap metal, copper and vie World 753-4663
junk cars KGA Rycyding
160
492-8183 days 498 8785
Horne
nights
Furnishings

WANT
TO BUY
Fire-Cured
Tobacco Base

2 MATCHING chairs,
couch, dining room table
and 4 chairs Call 753-2529
after 5P.M
BLACK leather sofa, end
table with flaws, electric
broom 753-5950_

HOFFCO Lil Hoe Garden
Tiller only 25Ibs , $22995
Keith's Lawn & Tractor, In
dustrial Rd., Murray
'753-9831.
LARGE large, large selec
bon of storage buildings in
stock for immediate denyery Acree Portable Buildings, Mayfield, Ky
502-247-7831
UGHT-duty wood shaper
with cutters 436-2556

Our Private
Party ads are
full of
bargains. No
Matter what
you need,
read our
classified!

TILLERS 5HP chain drive
with Briggs & Stratton engine,$32999 Wallin Hardware, Downtown Pans, In
Open all day Saturday.

Mloodanoous

Pets
& Supplln

1 BEDROOM apartment
near downtown Murray
753-4109

AKC Miniature Dachshund
puppies Vet checked and
wormed, 2females, 1 male
red, 6 weeks old Easter
Sunday, $125 each Near
Paris (901)593-3681

2 BEDROOM furnished
apartment couples preferred, 1604 Miller Ave
partial utilities paid
753-0932 or 753-5898

2 BEDROOM duplex in
Westwood Appliances
furnished central heat and
air, $275/ month
759-4406
NICELY furnished 1 or 2
bedroom apartments located near campus
753-0606 nights 753-6111
days

SEASONED oak firewood
753-5476, Charles Barnett
WE service all brands of
kerosene heaters and carry
a full line of parts. Keith's
Lawn & Tractor, Industrial
Road, 759-9831

DINING table and 6 chairs,
solid teak, made in Denmark, 4T round with 2
270
leaves 194 'each,86 long
with leaves, $500. Set solid
MobIle
maple bunk beds with matHomes For Sale
tresses and box springs,
rail and ladder Also, small 1980 MOBILE home
maple chest, $250. Call 14x50, 2 bedroom, 1 bath
unfurnished. Days
I buy aluminum and copper. 435-4342 before 3p.m
753-7668 or nights
Top prices 753-0467 after
PUT in your order for a 753-2394
6p.m.
handsome custom made
THICKNESS planer butcher block table. From 1980 WOODLAND, 14x80,
3 bedroom, 2 bath, central
Jointer. 436-2556
basic to excuisite, any size, heat and air, unfurnished
WE buy scrap aluminum, height or shape to fit your Nice. $8850. Days
copper, brass and alumi- need or fancy. Genuine oak 753-7668 or 753-2394_
num cans Call Balcan tops. Call today 435-4142.
1988 14x70, 2 BEDROOM,
Recycling @ 753-0338
STOVE, good condition,
2 bath, all electric, CA &
40, $75. Drop leaf dining
CH, wall to wall carpet,
150
table and 4 chairs, hard
blinds and curtains, GE
Articles
rock maple, $200. New
stove/ refrigerator, D/W,
For Sale
glass and brass table and 4
underpinned and winterchairs, $150 New coffee
100+ BALES of red clove
ized, 9x12 deck. By aptable and 1 end table, $50.
hay 2 large used food
pointment. 753-2922, ask
Baby bed and mattress,
freezers- cheap Cal
for Tom, after 6p.m.
$50. 753-9253.
Buddy Buckingham a
753-7124.
753-8040 or 753-3050 after
HOUSE Trailer. 1989 Buc170
6p m
caneer 14x80, 3 bedrooms,
Vacuum
FOR Sale- 3 storage sheds
2 baths. 753-7181
Cleaners
like houses, complete
electric in every way 3 lots ELECTROLUX- Sales &
290
for sale with complete Service. Bags, hoses &
MobNo
belts.
DOROTHY
M.
hook-ups for mobile
Homes For Rent
BROWN,
508
So.
7th,
Mayhomes. 2 mobile homes.
2 BEDROOM trailer for
You have to see to believe! field, KY, 247-6808.
rent: city limits, prefer
Call for an appointment
adults, no pets. 753-9866.
190
492-8806.
Smiting
2
BEDROOM mobile home
FURNACE filters, $1 each
Machines
for rent effective April 1
Electric range elements, all
makes ROWLAND RE- SINGER Sewing Machine: Call Wayne Wilson,
FRIGERATION, 12th & fully guaranteed, full cash 753-5086.
price $49 50. Call Martha
Poplar Sts 7532825
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
Hopper 354-6075
or unfurnished. Some new
MARTIN Houses 6 roomsfurniture, natural gas$2699, 12 rooms- $3999,
200
electric, air conditioned.
18 rooms- $5799, 24Shady Oaks. 753-5209
Sports
$69 99 Pre sectioned teleEquiPel•fft
scoing pole extends to 15',
DOUBLEWIDE Trailer. 3
$29 99 Wallin Hardware, 3 WHEEL Cushman golf bedrooms, 2 baths, large
Downtown Paris, Tn
cart with top. Call 753-3609 kitchen, dining room, large
living room, furnished, 7
or 753-1270.
miles from Murray
436-5550.
240

Call
492-8566
Anytime.

Apanments
For Rent

Illooellortoous

FULLY furnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath, mobile home
in Crossland community
Garden spot. $250/ month
+ deposit. Available immediately. 753-7724 or
753-5303.

COINS Bought/ Sold. Pack
#1, $4.95: Indian-head
penny, Buffalo nickel, Mercury dime, illustrated historical brochure discussing 31
popular U.S. coins. Infor300
mation on additional packs.
Monthly lists. 10-day return
Business
privilege. Estates apRentals
praised Christopher's
EXCE4ENT commercia
Coins, Box 602-A, Murray.
shop or office space, 1,800
753-4161.
square feet and parking,
FIREWOOD for sale adjoining MSU. Call
437-4667
753-4012 or 753-8756.

Livestock
I Supplies

HORSE
BOARDING
Old Salem Rd (121 So)

Full/Partial Care
Pasture Turnout
Lighted Indoor Arena
Indoor Wash Stall
Murray 502-759-4408

380
Pets
& Supplies
AKC Black Scottish Teme
emales, $150 cash
489-2246
AKC Registered Golden
Retriever puppies. Call
901-644-1850 after 5p.m.
AKC SIBERIAN Husky: 8
weeks old, blue eyes, S/W,
gray, sable & white, health
guaranteed, $150. Huntingdon,
TN
(901)986-9520.

IAVEL SCHOOL
Pompano Bch ri

Toyotas Cost Less in Murray!
'89 Celica

fra a Professional
CRETARY
UTIVE SEC.
PROCESSOR
rev 411Es TRAM 0

$11,640

'88 Corolla FX
$1 7goo
per month

:IAL AID Avail.
MAIVIT ASSIST

-327-7728

sARTSOssOOL
:r
T
,L

*Sale Price $7,650

KE
..S!

Life Insur, Medicare
)me Insur-

'al compapossible
leliver the
ir home. If
y from us,
m service.
;ville Fed.
, but when
have to do

A/C, sport stripe,
stereo/cassette

'89 Customized Van

94,963

Dual air,

stereo,

No money down
Carpeted mats, trim rings

'89 4x4 P/U
$11,446

AL:11pik,

Power steering, sliding rear
window, value package
tilt, cruise
*SO Month Financi • at 13.9 APR

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY INC.
4 r
S.

12th -- Murray. Ky.

(502) 753-4961

Real
Estate

For Sala
34 Acres 22 Starks Bro. fruit
trees. Nice building sites,
'Conservation
Reserve'
9.33 Highway frontage

436-2884 $23,500w

1981 YAMAHA XT-250
trail or street, $400
753-8061

1984 FORD F250 H D 4x4
red, diesel, automatic, air,
power, tool box 753-5273

1985 250-R HONDA
wheeler 753-2322

1984 FORD F250 HD
tan, 460 V-8, 4-speed, air,
power, only 50,XXX miles
new Ores and while spoke
wheels, nice 753-5273

AURORA LAUNDROMAT
Located next to Sue &
Charlie s Heavy duty Maytag washers, 75t per load,
1 Big Boy washer Cable
TV while you wait! All
washers and dryers are in
Al condition Open lam,
close 9p m 502 474 8015
Attendant on duty

LEE'S CARPET CLEAN
ING For all your carpet and
upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
Satisfied
753-5827
references

BREAKING and discing
gardens and yard landscaping Bush hogging,
leveling driveways and
buildings flower beds
436-5430 Of 753-0659

LICENSED electrician, residential and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
service Gas installation
and repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair
753-7203

3

Auto
Parts
350 OLDS engine for sale
759-4599 after 5p m

1965 DODGE Coronet: 340
magnum, 2 door, hardtop,
$1,000, Call after 5p.m.
492-8481.
1966 CJ5 JEEP hardtop, 4
cylinder, 3-speed, nice,
$1,500. 753-0115_
1980 MUSTANG Cobra
351, AT $3,000 753-0115
1981 FIREBIRD: good condition, blue, best offer
759-1084.
1981 MAZDA 626,4 door,5
speed, air, 1 owner, $2000
759-1021
1981 PONTIAC Bonneville
Brougham. 2 door, excellent condition. If interested,
please call 753-3415, after
5p.m 753-3304.
1982 REGAL Summerset:
fully loaded, t-tops, 1
owner, 759-1543 or
753-0509
1984 BUICK Century Limited: 4 door, fully loaded,
moon roof, luggage rack,
new tires, excellent condition, $5,000. 527-0850.

1984 PLYMOUTH Reliant
1 ACRE lot southwest of Stationwagon. automatic,
Murray New well and sep- air, nice little car, $2,450
tic tank. Excellent building 759-9698
site. 435-4484 or
1984 PONTIAC Parisian
437-4392.
wagon. loaded, excellent
BEAUTIFUL building lot on condition, $4,500
corner in Meadow Green 753-5937
Acres, 17, miles South of
Murray. 142'x153', city wa- 1986 PONTIAC Bonneville:
ter, cablevision, and black- 4 door, automatic, air, tilt,
top road. $5500. Day cruise, 68,000 miles, good
753-7668 or night condition, $4,450.
759-9698
753-2394.
1987 CAPRICE Classic:
MOBILE home lot, 24
V-8, new tires, $6,700, exmiles east of town
tra nice 437-4422 or
759-9313 after 5p.m.
437-4723.
NICE mobile home lots for
sale in Scenic Acres near 1987 YUGO like new,
East Elementary School. $2,300 753-6726
City water, cablevision, and 1988 MERCURY Topaz,
blacktop roads. Owner fi- loaded, 8,000 miles. 1986
nancing available. $3850. Lincoln Mark VII. 753-3632.
Days 753-7668 or nights
1982 BUICK REGAL Turbo
753-2394.
Sports Coupe. new turbo,
TWO large lots for mobile new tires, power windows,
home near KY Lake in Bay- T-tops, power steering,
wood Vista. Has septic tank power brakes, AM-FM steand driveway. Immediate reo, cruise control. Call
possession. Owner financ- 753-5535 or 753-8200.
ing available. $2350. Call
RARE 1965 Dodge Dart
Bob at 753-0697.
GT.'air, PS, sharp, 81,000
WOODED building lot on miles. Can be seen 207
blacktop road in Candle- Woodlawn or phone
light Estates otpe Almo. 753-8361
100'x195', city Water, natural gas. $3850. Day
753-7668 or night
Now it's
753-2394
/260

Homes
For Sale
2 BANK Repossessed
Homes For Sale: Located
between Murray and Mayfield in Calloway County
Each home has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central
hear & air, attached garage
and have been completely
renovated and redecorated Take your pick at
$37,900 Phone Kopperud
Realty 753-1222.
3 BEDROOM home in
country. 2 extra sleeping
rooms upstairs, large Irving
room and dining room.
Central gas heat and air. 12
miles east of Murray.
$50,000 Call 753-1203
3 BEDROOM,2 bath cedar
home in town 753-0659
3 BEDROOM brick. 2
baths. approximately 1,700
sq ft and double garage,
large wood deck, gas heat.
Circle Drive in Benton, low
$60s 527-9192.
BY Contractor New 3 bedroom houses, designed for
convenient family living
Call 753-3903 after
4 30p m
NEW House at 1611 Tabard Dr. Martin Heights
subdivision, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, morning sunroom,
wood deck, gas heat, approximately 2,400 sq ft
plus 1,100 sq 11 of storage
Pick your own floor covering. Priced in the $90s.
527-9192

A

Services
Offered

430

Office Space
For Lease

370

Services
Offered

495

2 BEDROOM with garage, DUE to Murray's e1 Retire121 South $250 per month ment Ranking, we have
more buyers than sellers!
plus deposit 753-6444
List your property with us!
NICE 4 bedroom house for Key
Associates, Wilson
rent in the Kirksey area with Realty,
753-3263.
Call
garden spot
or, KOPPERUD Realty offers
8p.m.- 10 p.m.
a complete range of Real
7a.m.-9a.m. 489-2534.
Estate services with a wide
NICE brick home 1 mile SE selection of
quality homes,
of Murray Must give refer- all prices.
753-1222, toll
ences and deposit. free 1-800-251-HOME
Ext.
753-8164 after 530p m.
711 L for courteous competent Real Estate service.
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you.
For Rent
RESIDENTIAL, commerOr Lease
cial and waterfront property Call Lila Real Estate
(502)354-6338 or
Brand New
(502)474-8891,

753-0414 or
753-1294

Used
Trucks

ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
MALE AKC Toy Poodle 8 bmidsl Keith's Lawn
weeks old 901-642-9174 Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray 759-9831
GERMAN short hair Pointers . super hunting pup- COME see the world's
pies. AKC champion pedi- most innovative me of Pogree, male, $150. Calf col- lar* ATVs! Keith's Lawn
lect 885-7001.
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray 759 9831
SHELTIES (Toy Collies)
sable and white 354-8211

52 ACRES plus or minus
Pine and Oak woodland on
Kentucky Lake Shannon
Creek Boyd Champion,
502-522-8512

Located on N. 12th
St. Completely finished and carpeted, gas utilties,
approx. 1,000 sq.
ft. Call day or
night:

Motorcycles

Dan I-800-325-322
Taylor
9
Ton Free
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Codlllx, Ix. ol

Pens, TN
New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Vehicles
001-6424000
Hwy. 79 W. - Palls

1985 FORD F150 4x4:
Stahl utility bed, white, 351
automatic, power steering
and brakes, $5 500.
753-5273
1985 FORD Bronco II Eddie Bauer 4x4, red & tan,
only 47,XXX miles. loaded,
sharp 753-5273
1986 FORD 350: dual rear
wheels, 9' flatbed, white,
only 13,XXX miles
753-5273.
1986 FORD F250 H.D. 4x4:
blue, diesel, 4-speed, air,
power, new tires, only
60,XXX miles. 753-5273.
1986 FORD Ranger Super
Cab red, V-6, 5-speed, air,
power, 32,XXX miles
753-5273.
1986 FORD F250 4x4 A/C,
PS, PB, dual gas tanks,
very dean 753-0651

LICENSED Electrician
Doug Jones Electric
759-4751

CONCRETE block and
brick, basements, foundations, driveways, sidewalks, patios Free estimates Charles Barnett
753-5476

MOBILE HOME Specialist
repair, leveling, underpin,
fling, set-ups, tear-downs,
roots, floors, plumbing, wiring, washing, hurricane
straps 759-4850

CONTRACTOR- Portable
storage buildings, pole
barns, general home improvement Quality work for
less Free estimates 8'xl 2'
for $585 489-2663

MOODY Mower Repair
Pick-up and delivery, all
work guaranteed
753-5668
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
759-4850

DAVE'S Lawn Mowing Service and Lawn Care Call
after 5p.m. 354-8706.

QUALITY construction, repairs and alteration Free
estimates Call G & A
436-2617

DUNAWAY'S Painting- interior, exterior, residential,
commercial. 753-6951, if
1987 GMC. solid red with no answer, 753-2332 Ask
20,000 miles, $7,500. for Mike.
753-7387.
FENCE sales at Sears
1987 JIMMY S-15 fully now Call Sears 753-2310
loaded, 26,000 miles, 1 for free estimate for your
owner, extra sharp
needs
759-1543 or 753-0509
1988 FORD F150 4x4 XLT
Lariat: red, 351 V-8, automatic, all the equipment,
only 7,600 miles, like new.
753-5273.
1988 FORD Bronco XLT:
dark blue, 302 V-8 automatic 0/D, loaded, only
10,XXX miles. 753-5273,
510

Campers
19'4' ROAD Ranger, air,
awning. 25' Yellowstone,
air, awning, full bed 30'
1985. All excellent condition. 492-8580 or
435-4141.
52n

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307 or 753-6973.
SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models
home and industry Call
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
Stella, Ky.

.* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Custom Bulit Decks
Doors and Knobs
$84.95 and Lip
Exterior Wndows
!manor Bronze Sten Wrathy's
T-Loo Vinyl Skirting
Roofs Kocii Sealed
"Factory Experience
Building & Servicing
Mobilo Homes"
Phone
(502) 492-8488

SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.
SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric. For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366
or 437-4113..

CARPET
CLEANING!

Miller
Gas and Electric
Furnaces
35,400 8.1.W.
•32ir
348
,
40,200 &TU.
,
53,800 B.T.U.

A proven
method for over
25 years!
For more Information and our
Special prices
I.

Boats
1 Motors
1988 ALUMICRAFT Trophy 170 fish & ski: 1988
Moody drive-on trailer,
1986 85HP motor with tilt
and trim. Includes travel
cover, skis, ski rope, life
vests, depth finder, trolling
motor and battery and other
accessories See to appreciate at 513 S. 6th, Murray.
Owner leaving town. Call
762-4177 8a.m.-430p.m.
Monday- Friday or
753-4117 after 5p.m and
weekends.
GOOD used boats, motors,
trailers, 3-wheelers, motorcycle, motor home, salvage
parts. Check our repair
rates. Wayne Darnell Marine Repair, 1 mile from
Murray on 94 East.
753-0079.
530

FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763

759-4436
SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree removal. Aerial bucket truck.
Fully insured for your protection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage. Free
estimates. No obligations
753-5484.

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-5895 or 436-2642
GENERAL repair- Carpentry, plumbing, roofing, yard
and tree work, wood- $25 a
rick Call 436-2642
GRAVEL & Mulch Dewayne McKnight 753-0467
after 6p m

TELEPHONE wiring- jacks
installed- phones movedresidence and businessexperienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

WILL do plumbing installation & repairs. All guaranteed. Free estimates
Phone 492-8899 or
753-1308

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400

YARD Work: mowing,
cleaning, hauling, raking,
mulching, fertilizing.
753-2555 or 492-8650

INSULATION blown in by
Sears. TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

Servkas
Offered

A-1 TREE Service: You
560
pro service with 35 years
Free
experience. Topping re- I will mow yards, individual
Column
moval, stump removal, or business Free estispraying and feeding. Free mates Phone 759-4440, LAB/ Shepard puppies,
estimates. 753-0906.
7p m -10p m
tree 489-2810
APPLIANCE REPAIR. We
Service. dishwashers, disposals, ranges, ovens, refrigerators, washers &
dryers. Service on most
makes and models. G.E.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
factory trained The ApCUSTOM WOODWORKING
pliance Works, Dr Rob MaAll Types Of:
son Rd., Hwy 783,
753-2455.
Custom Woodworking
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 29 years experience. Parts and service,
Used Appliances Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or
436-5648

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
:
:oY4Be
r.h"Wrn
tood Bunny
e Bea,1
.09
•Dro
si.:8RykAUfi
buya- se

..
1983 CHEVY Conversion
Van 24,000 actual miles,
raised roof, rear air, 350
V-8, 13,000, Extra Nice
492-8956.

Igloo

Wigwam

or

Castle
_,

A

latia .

A
am

500

Used
Trucks

4
airli

1979 CHEVROLET El Ca
mino: creme, err and
power 753-5273.

"SELLING HOMES IS OUR BUSINESS"

1979 TOYOTA pick-up
automatic transmission,
$1,000 753-8061.
1980 CHEVROLET Blazer
Silvered° 4x4. only
60,XXX miles, loaded and
sharp. 753-5273.
1983 CHEVROLET LWB
pick-up: V-8 automatic,
$3,600 Rick's Vinyl Roofs
& Motor Sales. 753-9872
1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck new rubber on
the rear, fair on the front,
works 40' pole, excellent
condition 345-2561

01,12114

Whether the house you have to sell is new
and costly or old and rundown, there are
folks who want it. And we know who and
where they are! Our office will find the
"deal" you want.

Call the "A Team"
Marian Brown - 753-4825
Marilyn Walker -753-3114
Della Killer - 753-2721
Pat Armstrong • 438-2333
Kyle Covington - 759-9359
Joan Edwards - 436-2113
Marie Hicks - 759-1056

21.

Loretta Jobs
Realtors

303 N. 12th St.

Murray 753-1942

,
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OBITUARIES

Stock Market
Rudy Hall

Kermit Halstead
Kermit Halstead, 79, Rt. 2, Murray, died today at 12:20 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Auberna Dick Halstead, preceded him in death.
He had owned Halstead Heating
& Air Conditioning at Akron,
Ohio, where he was a member of
Adnarium Masonic Lodge and
Yusef-Khan Grotto Tadmor-Shrine.
He also was a member of First
Christian Church, Murray.
Born Feb. 13, 1910, in Sutton,
W.Va.. he was the son of the late
Granville Halstead and Mary Jackson Halstead.
Survivors are one son. David

Halstead, Wadsworth, Ohio; one
stepson, Joe Wills, Mentor, Ohio;
three sisters, Mrs. Amma Sigman,
Scott Dupo, W.Va., Mrs. Ida Sigman, Amhurst, Ohio, and Mrs.
Mabel Stringer, Bradenton, FL.,
one grandson, David Halsteaa Jr.,
Medina, Ohio; one great-grandson.
The funeral will be Saturday at
10 a.m. in the chapel of Billow
Funeral Home, Akron, Ohio. Burial
will follow in Green Lawn Cemetery there. Masonic rites will be at
the funeral home at 7 p.m. Friday.
J.H. Churchitl Funeral Home had
charge of local arrangements, but
there will be no visitation here.

The funeral for Rudy Hall is
today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe is officiating.
Music is by Mrs. Olivenc Erwin,
organist, and J.C. and Edith Warren, singers.

Roger
Burgoyne Sr.

Memorial services for Roger
Burgoyne Sr. will be tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at Si John's Episcopal Church. Fr. Andre Trevathan
will officiate.
The body will be cremated. Millwife, Sue, Murray; four grandchildren, Dr. Frank White, Capt. Gay er Funeral Home of Murray is in
charge of arrangements.
L. Cochran, Charles T. White and
The family requests that expressLaura Sue Lynch; three great- ions of sympathy take the form of
grandchildren; several nieces and donations to Building Fund, Si
nephews.
John's Episcopal Church, 1620
Services will be Thursday at 2 West Main St., Murray.
Mr. Burgoyne Sr., 81, Rt. 5,
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
died Sunday at MurrayMurray,
follow
will
Burial
Hazel.
of
Home
County Hospital. .,
Calloway
in Murray Memorial Gardens.
by his wife, Mrs.
He
is
survived
9
to
4
from
Friends may call
one
daughter, [Ors.
Burgoyne;
Rose
funeral
the
at
y
Wednesda
p.m.
Ill.; one son,
Oakland,
Rose,
Nancy
home.
Roger Burgoyne Jr., Noblesville,
Ind.; one sister, Mrs. Alice Johnson, Palos Park, Ill.; six grandchildchild.
Columbus. Miss.; three brothers, dren; one great-gran
Powell,
Carroll
and
Powell
Alton
T 11
Benton, and Harold Powell, Calvert
City; several nieces and nephews.
ONINMILitill.W I MIK.111

Pallbearers are Jimmy Williams,
Dewey Hall, James Boyd Harding,
Willis Fulton, Mark Combs and
011ie Hall. Burial will follow in
Murray Memonal Gardens.
Mr. Hall, 77, of 1111 Circarama
Dr., Murray, died Saturday at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Lottie Windsor Hall; one daughter,
Mrs. Rebecca Ann Crider, Calvert
City; two sons, Rudy Gerald Hall,
Annandale, Va., and Nelson Eddie
Hall, Hazel; two sisters, Mrs. Verba Paschall and Mrs. Novie Paschall, Murray; eight grandchildren;
one great-grandchild.

Prices as or
-2.14
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2306.25
Previous Close
4
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44 -1
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A ..... 38% B 38% A
32% uric
AT&T
27% -%
Briggs & Stratton
4
/
25% -1
Chrysler
4 -%
/
321
CSX Corp
30 uric
Dean Flods
Dollar Gen. Store....9% B 9% A
44%
Exxon
50%
Ford
51%
GAF Corp
85%
General Motors
17%
GenCorp, Inc.
53% •I/4 •
Goodrich

10 MM.
Goodyear
I.B.M.
o II Rand
rerircso
lneg
i
Kmart
Kroger
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Stars
Texaco
.
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacce
Wal-Mart
C.E.F. Yield

4.•

PAT GOSSUM

MURRAY. KY.

753-3366

Large Hamburger,
French Fries &
Med. Drink

Special Good thru March 18
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Murray

Chestnut St.

•ii

Sale Prices Good thru March 21
Men's Dress Shirts

SPORTSHIRTS
Plaids & Stripes
'to 265°
Reg 189

.....11 5° ea.!

14'ea.!
IJO\
18'ea.!
,
26" ea.!

Reg. 22.50 NOW

15°°011.

Reg. 26.50 NOW
Reg. 36.50 NOW

Entire Collection

Coordinated Casual
Looks

'Hart-Schattner & Mare
'Corbin', *Christian Die & morel

Shirts • Cardigans • Knits • Pants
All from Liz Claiborne!

ct-S•‘14 Spring Suits

25
Haggar®

-Great New Colors

Farah®

Dress Pants

Dress Pants

82% Poly - 18% wool

NOW

25%off

Corbin'

Mayor Charles Foster, front row, center, signs a proclamation signiflying the week of March 12-18 as National Adult and Continuing
Education Week. Studies show by 1990, more than one out of eery
three students enrolled in higher education will be a part-time student
over 25 years old. Pictured are, front row: Chuck Guthrie, Mayor
Foster, Sue Britt. Back row: Claire Resig, Gary Crum, Pat Gilliam,
June VanderMolen, Marlene Beach, Michael Andrews, Cynthia Hopson.

off

DRESS PANTS
'Jaymar Sansabele
'Stephen Gregory'
'John Henry°

SPORTCOATS & BLAZERS

ø20°'

Great Colors!

OS

Tar • Blue • B ack • Gray

245°ea

FaTraSh.
aggr
PANTS
.
b HL
z,s
SA
ECA

Wall Street', Cerruti° & morel
and morel

25

.0,91 21 99 to 24"!

42/cloff
Reg 80°' to 250°3

Man arrested on burgary charge

Jonathan
Sulllvan
Sportshirts

loway County Jail under a $5,000
cash bond. Bazzell said the arrest
was the result of a joint effort
between t-he Calloway County
Sheriff's Department and the Murra) Police Department.

Reg 32 50
NOW!

295Cto

26so

Stephen Gregory'

Dress Shirts
Peg

Dexter® & Hush Puppies'

SHOES

28 50

NOW

245°..!

CASUAL SHIRTS
Pier Connection®
Shah Safari®
Santanna®

All From Colours by

Alexander Julian

,
101 March 14, It
2earra Mae Markel •••••• %111
luniacky Purchase Ara Ilse Market Report Wain 5
daryai Sahara Itscapie. Ad 521, Ea. 6111 larrias
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13173-3023
1.3 2-3 12.2511
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IS 1-2 2711-391
$2$40-3110
IS 1-3 55.451
1.5 1-3451511 l&
132.11134M
LS 1 3 9111 and up
$1716.21LM
LS 2.3 316514
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Socks
Reg. 35")ea.

19

CASUAL PANTS
Bugle Boy® & more!

NOW

199 PAIR!
A

99ea
19

Generra®

%off
ALL 20

Whits-Blue-C.ream

*Knit Shirts - SHARP!
*Plaid Sportshirts - GREAT!
'Spring Cotton Sweaters!

Hog Market
report listed

Burlington®

One Group

20%off

All Ladies Suits

I
99Os •

5
%off
NOW 2

All Dresses-Juniors &

Missy

Selected Groups

Ford Ranger,
1985
59,xxx miles, AM-FM
cassette, auto., p.s., air.
-UMW*

•
A
,••••

.;41:

•

•

tamers

All Spring Sweaters..
Coordinated Groups

-A-447(96)761=5"--

-.410.
:
rs
'
I
:

25Soff
A0/0
cav off

"Be Sure to Check Out Our New
Spring Accessories!"

Good
Noighbor
Chary
Stars

CORN-AUSTIN

,
I
j
4
1 1

On the Square
Murray

•

•S,.. g 4
'

.2rpoff

20%off

Separate Skirts

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.
••••••••••.44

30%off

Ladies

Assorted Racks

GIM *thug NO Ger..a.4

4-7

"Clothes that will make you stand out!”

Reg. 21.50

•••••••.

753-0046

I IT if
MIE I M'I MIR ME I 3E Mae alg WI Ma

1 M16811MIUMP/M ilalr"-aglE

Long & Short Sleeve
100% Cotton & Blends

Koryp T114

71
21% 8.-%
+%

33%

CORN-AUSTINfirstfor EASTER!

Shop

Burial will follow in Provine
Cemetery with arrangements by
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton. where friends may call
after 5 p.m. Thursday until 12 noon
Friday when the body will be taken
to the church.

641 South
Murray
733-2617

6
42% •-://.
114
AI
'
52% •

y4"tI

Mr. Powell was a member of
Jesus Name Tabernacle Church at
Calvert City where the funeral will
be Friday. at 2 p.m. The Rev. Thomas Peeler and the Rev. Bradley
Bullock will officiate.

A Beraon man was arrested this
morning in connection with a
February break-in of a trailer at
Southwest Elementary. according
to Deputy pan Bazzell of the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
Monty Todd Dick, 24. Route 1.
Benton, was arrested and charged
with third degree burglary. theft by
unlawful taking over $100, and
third degree criminal trespassing.
The arrest was made following a
Grand Jury indictment steming
from the early February break-in of
the trailer that contained copper in
20-foot sections. The trailer was
owned by Chester-O'Donnely and
Associates of Paducah. The value
of the copper taken was estimated
at over S5,200.
The subject is lodged at the Cal-
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This
Weeks
Special

Dorcas Powell
Dorcas Powell, 48, died. Monday
at 7:40 a.m. at his home on Rt. 7.
Benton. He *as a general chemist
for LTV Steel in Chicago. Ill.
Born June 19, 1940, he was the
son of Bessie Mullinax Powell and
the late Alton Buford- Powell.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Peggy Coyle Powell; two daughters.
Mrs. Kimberly Grzegorski, Oak
Forrest, Ill., and Mrs. April
Salyers, Calvert City; one son. Jeffrey Powell, Rt. 7, Benton; one
grandchildren, Megan Nicole
Grzegorski.
Also surviving are his mother,
Mrs. Bessie Powell, Calvert City;
one sister. Mrs. Sharon Huffman,

+ E1
173B914 17%V
39% -1/3
4 +%
/
101

COURT SQUARE

BETTY BOSTON

Mrs. Belva White
Mrs. Belva White, 85, of Hazel
died Monday at 1:15 p.m. at
Calvert City Convalescent Center.
Her husband, Gaylon White, died
Feb. 28, 1971.
She was of Baptist faith. Born
July 23, 1903, in Bloomfield, Mo.,
she was the daughter of the late
Charles Glover and Altha Smith
Glover. Three sisters and four
brothers also preceded her in death.
Mrs. White is survived by two
sons, Charles White, Calvert City,
and Robert (Sonny) White and

48 •%
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/
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Ky. Oaks Mall
Paducah
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